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Abstract
This exegesis provides an overview of selected contemporary works composed for the
violin over the past four decades. It elaborates on the practical demonstration and
interpretation of contemporary composition, as well as some of the ideas and
innovations that have shaped performance practice. Live and recorded performances
and a web-based demonstration are used to illustrate a variety of technical and
expressive demands placed on the performer of the selected violin repertoire.
Three recorded doctoral recitals demonstrate links between traditional and
contemporary violin music. The intention of the recitals is to show the audience that
contemporary violin music is accessible to both player and audience. The ideas that
underpin this music are explored in the written component of the exegesis.
Some of the issues facing performance of contemporary music are addressed, with
particular emphasis on the influence exerted by the experimental movement and the
indeterminist style. The intention is to consider music and musical practice that
pushes the boundaries of the traditional classical paradigm. Works studied in depth
are by composers Luciano Berio, Robert Davidson, Damien Ricketson and Clarence
Mak.
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Chapter One
Introduction
This introductory chapter will outline the musical developments that have influenced solo
violin repertoire during the past forty years. It will examine compositions which have not
previously been investigated or discussed, using short musical excerpts and complete
pieces for the violin, composed in the last four decades. There will be a review of the
secondary literature that has informed this research project. While some contemporary
composers use the solo violin quite conventionally, others have expanded the sound
potential of the instrument through modifications and extensions of conventional playing
techniques, as well as the development of entirely new techniques, and the use of
technology. This period has seen great exploration of the sonic capabilities of the violin,
and has increased demands on players faced with unfamiliar technical requirements. This
chapter will consider:
1.1 Historical background
1.2 Literature review, and
1.3 Rationale for this exegesis.
1.1 Historical background
Current contemporary art music covers a rich variety of approaches styles and processes.
These categories can be approximately classified under the following headings:
• conventional neo-Romantic writing
• minimalism
• modernism
• the integration of elements ofnon-western music, popular music
1
• indeterminism, and
• an ongoing development of an interface with modem technology.
Experimental or avant-garde music of the last four decades has vastly increased the range
of techniques and possibilities for today's composers and also has expanded and/or
modified the conventions ofmusic notation. Composers to whose works I will refer are:
• Theodore Antoniou (b.1935)
• Luciano Berio (1925-2003)
• John Cage (1912-1992)
• Elliott Carter (b.1908)
• George Crumb (b.1929)
• Pascal Dusapin (b.1955)
• Franco Donatoni (1927-2000)
• Brian Ferneyhough (h.1943)
• Philip Glass (b.1937)
• Aram Khachaturian (1903-1978)
• Helmut Lachemann (b.1935)
• Hans Ulrich Lehmann (b.1937)
• Luigi Nono (1924-1990)
• Krzysztof Penderecki (b.1933)
• Larry Polansky (b.1954)
• Gunther Schuller (b.1925), and
• Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001).1
I Appendix 0 is a list of the music repertoire written for solo violin and violin and piano between 1960 and
2006.
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The relationship between the composer and performer of experimental music is often very
close. Frequently, the composer is involved in directing or participating in the
performance of his/her composition. Some composers, for example, Phillip Glass (b.1937)
and Steve Reich (b.193 6), have formed ensembles for the express purpose of performing
their own works, perhaps implying the difficulties the contemporary composer may
encounter in having new works performed.
Luciano Berio (1925-2003)
A great deal of the music written in the twentieth and twenty-first century was composed
for and dedicated to outstanding performers, hopefully ensuring or at least providing for a
premiere of a new work. Berio's Sequenza series' provides an example of this. As
indicated on the score, each Sequenza has been dedicated to a specific performer: Sequenzu
III fur voice was written in 1965 for Cathy Berberian3 and Sequenza VII for oboe was
written in 1969 for Heinz Holliger.4 Many contemporary composers of experimental
music work closely with the intended performer during the period of composition. This
collaboration is mutually beneficial, enabling the composer to refine his/her work based on
feedback from the performer. At the same time, the composer can discuss with the
performer the precise effects which he/she has in mind. Live or recorded performances
approved or directed by the composer are more likely to give a much clearer indication of
musical intention than the published score on its own. This also ensures a more direct line
of communication between the composer and his/her audience.
2 Appendix N details the Sequenza series.
3 Cathy Berberian (1925-1983), first wife ofBerio, American mezzo soprano, specialist in modern music.
4 Heinz Holliger (b.l939), Swiss composer, oboist, conductor, and pianist.
3
Interface with Modem Technology
Since 1960 there has been an increase in the exploration and use of the violin's incredible
ability to create and imitate an extensive variety of sounds. The innovative works from
this period, such as George Crumb's BlackAngels: Thirteen Images from the Dark Land
(1970), make technical demands on the performer resulting in the production of sounds
that would have been considered unmusical in earlier times. Nevertheless, there has been a
continuity of technical development, built on knowledge of the violin's traditional
capabilities. Sequenza VIII (1976) by Luciano Berio (1925-2003) was inspired by the
Chaconne ofthe Partita in D minor (BWV1004) by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750).5
Even though Sequenza VIII (1976) produces vastly different sounds from those ofBach's
Chaconne, Berio has borrowed and expanded upon the musical ideas and intentions of
Bach.6 A new translation of traditional ideas has been a major feature of the musical
revolution of experimentalism which has evolved through the last quarter of the twentieth-
century. The use of non-conventional instruments, the non-conventional use of traditional
instruments, use of amplification and a range ofmodifications to the instrument have
challenged the listener and have achieved a degree of acceptance of such avant-garde
music.
New York School
The shift from conventional to non-conventional was sometimes dramatic, as Erik Satie
(1866-1925) has demonstrated. Satie's landmark indeterminate piece Vexations (1893) has
made a significant contribution to redefining the nature ofmusical communication. His
twenty-four hour marathon work for piano was an historic precursor to the work of
5 Luciano Berio, liner notes, Sequenza VIII per Via/Ina, trans. David Osmond-Smith (Hamburg: Deutsche
Grammophon, 1998,457040-2),17.
6 Ibid., 17.
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minimalist composers such as John Cage (1922-1992), Morton Feldman (1926-1987)/ and
Cage's associates David Tudor (1926-1996), and Earle Brown (1926-2002).8 These
composers have been strongly influenced by Satie's breaking of convention. Cage
explored the possibilities of indeterminism using a very broad range ofmusical strategies"
including, for example, l-Ching charts.l'' and random numbers.'! Feldman's piece For
John Cage (1982),12 for example, distorts our expectation ofmusical duration. Like many
ofhis works it has been written using an extended time scale, demanding at least one and a
half hours for only one movement. 13
L 'Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM)
L'IRCAM (L 'Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musiquei is the European
counterpart to The New York School. This institution is possibly the most distinguished
one specialising in electronic and computer music. I4 It was established in Paris under
Boulez's directorship in 1974.15 Pierre Boulez (b.1925), Karlheinz Stockhausen (b.1928)
and Iannis Xenakis (1922-2002) were leading musicians of electro-acoustic musical
innovation from this institution.
7 David Cope, New Directions in Music (Dubuque: Brown and Benchmark, 1993), 165.
8 Stephen Peles, "Serialism and Complexity" in The Cambridge History ofAmerican Music, ed. David
Nicholls (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 509-511.
9 Otto Karolyi, "From Tonality to Atonality" in Introducing: Modern Music (London: Penguin Group, 1995),
50-52.
10 I-Ching is 64 hexagrams of the Chinese classic text. An example ofthis idea is the third movement of
Cage's Cheap Imttatton (solo violin version). A source is from John Cage, Cheap Imitatton, with a preface
by John Cage (New York: Henmar Press Inc., 1977),2-3.
11 Tossing of dice to determine the way the score was to be read or performed. Introductng: Modern MUSIC
by Otto Karolyi. An example of this idea is Cage's Tw06 for violin and piano.
12 Morton Feldman, For John Cage (London: Universal Edition, 1982).
13 New Albion Records, Morton Feldman [Internet on-line]; available from
<http://www.newalbion.com/artists/feldmanm> [8 May 2005].
14Alastair Williams, "Ageing of the New: the Museum ofMusical Modernism," in The Cambridge History of
Twentieth-Century History, eds. Nicolas Cook and Anthony Pople (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2004),506-7.
15 Ibid., 506-7.
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Both Stockhausen and Boulez used indeterminate ideas to focus on electronic components
or concepts which can be seen in their later works. Stockhausen and Boulez have
composed only a few pieces of violin music, but these works clearly exemplify how they
use computers, electro-acoustics, and the concept of chance, in their compositions.
Examples of these compositional devices and performance approaches are illustrated in
Stockhausen's In Freundschaft (1977)16 and Boulez's solo violin piece Anthemes 2: pour
Violon et DispositifElectronique (1997).17
Minimalism
The use of electronic composition has been a formative component of the subsequent
minimalist movement. La Monte Young's Composition 1960 No.5 (1960)18 defined
minimalism and influenced future composers such as Terry Riley (L.1935), Steve Reich
(b.1936), and Philip Glass (b.1937).19 Riley's In C can be played by various combinations
of instruments and the length of the piece is determined by performers.i'' Reich's Violin
Phase (1967) requires the performer to play with a pre-recorded tape with an assistant on
the stage in the live performance.i' Glass indicates the performer has to walk along the
"L" shape ofthe music exhibited while performing Strung Out.22 All of these are
examples ofminimalism combined with aleatoric style.
16 Karlheinz Stockhausen, In Freundschaft (Kurten: Stockhausen-Verlag, 1983). In Freundschaft can be
performed by different types of instrument such as, violin, oboe or clarinet.
17 It was written for solo violin, computer and six loudspeakers.
18 Composttton 1960 No 5 requires the performer to let a butterfly loose in the concert hall.
19 Paul Griffiths, "Minimalism and multiplicity" inModern MUSIC: A Concise History (New York: Thames
and Hudson, 1985; revised edition, New York: Thames and Hudson, 1994), 187 (page citation is to the
revised edition).
20 Richard Toop, "Minimalism and Psychedelia," in The Cambridge History ofTwentieth-Century History,
eds. Nicolas Cook and Anthony Pople (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 466-467.
21 Steve Reich, "Directions for Performance" in VIO/m Phase (London: Universal Edition, 1979).
22 Untitled "Philip Glass. List of Compositions 1965-1975" [year 1967 Strung Out] [Internet on-line];
available from
<http://216.239.37.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://www.arconet.es/users/rosado/philipg.htm&prev=/searc
h%3Fq%3D%2522strung%2Bout ...> [28 August 2004].
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1.2 Literature review
Although there have been a number of publications which address technical demands on
violinists in avant-garde music, investigation has not been comprehensive. This literature
survey will focus on music for violin composed between 1960 and 2006, and on
publications which have analysed technical requirements for the performance of these
compositions. During this period, compositional notation using symbols and specially
devised terminology is not entirely standardised. Different composers create and define
their ideas in different ways.
Patricia Strange and Allen Strange's The Contemporary Violin: Extended Performance
Techniques published in 200123 is an exploration of contemporary violin music, with
numerous examples of recent music. The book discusses a number ofbowing and
fingering techniques including extended techniques such as percussive sound production
and diverse harmonics. It also refers to alternative tuning systems, amplification and
signal processing, and concludes with MIDI24 and computer techniques. The authors have
included a list ofInternet resources which provide the reader with a guide to current
developments in performance practice and composition of contemporary music. Included
in this publication are more than 475 explicit examples from published and private
manuscripts, extensive scores, a very useful bibliography and a discography which lists
more than 130 recordings. Although the publication gives a large number ofmusical
examples, as well as notes on modifications of the violin and the application of technology
to violin performance, it does not make reference to significant compositions by some
23 Patricia Strange and Allen Strange, The Contemporary Violin: Extend Performance Techniques (Berkeley:
University of Califomi a, 2001).
24 Musical Instrument Digital Interface.
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well-known composers such as Sonate-Monolog for Solo Violin (1975) by Aram
Khachaturian (1903-1978) and Sequenza VIII (1976) by Luciano Berio (1925-2003).
A useful reference for teachers and students is the 1992 edition of Jacques Ghestem's
Approche de la Musique Contemporaine au Violon,25 which comprises two separate
documents. A three-page technical synopsis inventaire et notations constitutes the first
half of the first volume of this guide. It illustrates symbols and their abbreviations as well
as left and right hand techniques followed by brief explanations." The second half of the
first volume of theorie et pratiques documents the use of theoretical and practical ideas. It
demonstrates several left and right hand techniques individually followed by effective
exercises to assist the learning process.2 7 The last page of volume one ofApproche de la
Musique Contemporaine au Violon contains tableau synoptique, which shows various
technical applications as utilised by ten different composers in their compositions. The
learner may focus on these technical requirements before attempting to learn any of the
works comprised in the second volume. The second volume is oeuvres, which contains ten
short violin pieces by ten different contemporary composers. These ten short pieces
present different technical challenges to solo performers as well as to ensembles.
Nevertheless, in this publication technical requirements, interpretation and musical
expression only are addressed in a general way.28
25 Jacques_Ghestem, ed. Approche de!a Musique Contemporaine au VIO!on (Paris: Gerard Billaudot Editeur,
1992).
26 Ibid., 6-8.
27 Ibid., 10-22.
28 Eleanor F. Trawick, music review ofApproche de !a Musique Contemporaine au Via!on, Jacques Ghestem
ed., Notes-Quarterly Journal of the Music Association 52:1 [September 1995]: 306-308 [Database on-line];
available from International Index to Music Periodicals - Full Text
<http://iimpft.chadwyck.com/cgilfulltext?ACTION=BYID&FILE=.Isession/1148256686_7163&subset=2
&entries=2&ID=00053612&JID=JID00274380&ROYID=LOUJID00274380> [7 April 2003].
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Anthony Thomas Adessa's dissertation "Contemporary Violin Technique: Its Nature and
Difficulties" (1981i 9 examines selected twentieth-century works including Bartok's Violin
Concerto No.2 (1937-8), Schonberg's Violin Concerto (1936), Henze's Violin Concerto
No.2 (1951), Feldman's Projection 4 (1951), Maderna's Widmung (1967), and Xenakis's
Mikka (1971). It provides their cultural contexts and Adessa's viewpoints ofmusical
interpretation and discussion of efficient practice and preparation. The last chapter of
Adessa's thesis is a transcript of an interview with Paul Zukofsky," who is well regarded
for his insightful comments on performance practice ofcontemporary music. However,
the previous discussion does not include Zukofsky's performance advice.
Kenneth Lee Sarch's dissertation "The Twentieth Century Violin: A Treatise on
Contemporary Violin Technique" (1982l1 can he considered as a handbook of
contemporary violin techniques for string players (in particular violinists), as well as
teachers, composers, conductors and students. It is divided into four broad categories
which enable the student to easily comprehend specific techniques including the use of
different types ofmutes. Musical examples in this dissertation are derived from a wide
range of exercises, concertos, chamber music and compositions for solo violin.
Ernest Pereira's dissertation "Twentieth-Century Violin Technique" (1987l2 provides an
overview of the history ofmusical development from the nineteenth to the twentieth
century with reference to the emergence of the first form of the violin in the ninth century.
He discusses violin playing only from the time ofMozart with emphasis on twentieth-
29 Anthony Thomas Adessa, "Contemporary Violin Technique: Its Nature and Difficulties" (D.M. diss.,
Indiana University, 1981).
30 Paul Zukofsky is a prominent violinist with a successful career and has an international performance
reputation. He has recorded and released a number of CDs of twentieth-century violin repertoire.
31 Kenneth Lee Sarch, "The Twentieth Century Violin: A Treatise on Contemporary Violin Technique"
(D.M.A. diss., Boston University School for the Arts, 1982).
32 Ernest Pereira, "Twentieth-Century Violin Technique" (D.M.A. diss., University ofTexas at Austin, 1987).
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century violin playing techniques and on exponents such as Otakar Sevcik (1852-1934),
Carl Flesch (1873-1944) and Ivan Galamian (1903-1981). It also includes discussions of
twentieth-century violin compositions by well-known composers including Ravel,
Debussy, Ysaye, Schonberg, Webem, Bozay, Prokofiev, Stravinsky and Bartok. 33 The
major research focus is on the left hand technique required to perform works by these
composers. It also includes discussion on specific bowing requirements for twentieth-
century violin music."
Barbara G. Jackson, Kenneth Sarch and Joel Berman compiled Dictionary ofBowing and
Pizzicato Terms35 published in 1999. It discusses most twentieth-century violin techniques
and provides comprehensive explanations and musical examples. In Standard Bowing
Terms, the three authors have catalogued diverse musical terms in different languages
including French, German, Italian, Spanish and English. The authors have provided a brief
historical background, definitions, explanations and some excerpts as examples. The
chapter Petite Dictionary ofPizzicato written by Kenneth Sarch is the section of the
publication which is most useful to performers. It includes several photographs of a
violinist demonstrating specific techniques."
Kurt Stone's Music Notation in the Twentieth Century" gives a general overview of the
new notation and techniques utilised in twentieth-century music for different instruments.
It is divided into two comprehensive parts: Part I: Basic Procedures and Part II: Specific
Notation. Each part contains definitions of symbols, plus explanations of the use of
33 Ernest Pereira, "Twentieth-Century Violin Technique" (D.M.A. diss., The University ofTexas Austin,
1987), vii.
34 Ibid.
35 Joel Berman, Barbara G. Jackson and Kenneth Sarch, Dictionary ofBowing and Pizzicato Terms, 4th ed.
(Indiana: American String Teachers Association, 1999).
36 Ibid., 59-68.
37 Kurt Stone, Music Notation in the Twentieth Century (New York:W. W. Norton & Company, 1980).
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symbols in music for different instruments. It can be used as a manual for understanding
and interpreting twentieth-century musical notation. However, this book was printed in
1980 and has not been updated thus far. Neither a number of newly invented symbols (for
example,finger percussive sounds), nor compositions from the last twenty years have, as
yet, been discussed.
1.3 Rationale for this exegesis
The rationale for this present study is based on two aspects of contemporary writing for
violin: an investigation of technical requirements of the violin in this body ofwork and
explanation and clarification ofperformance practice. I will discuss specific technical
requirements, and interpretation and musical expression by examining musical excerpts
and complete works. 1will then cite technical descriptions to create a basis for musical
interpretation. My research will consider violin playing techniques from hoth a technical
and conceptual position to optimise expression and musical communication.
Chapter Two will discuss a number of technical demands on the violin and Chapter Three
will examine four complete compositions by different composers. Both chapters present
contemporary music that has not been examined in existing available publications. In
Chapter Two, the discussion will cover technical demands on the player, including
expansion of conventional playing techniques, new dramatic or acoustic environments, and
non-conventional playing techniques. Chapter Three will investigate four selected works
demonstrating individually different musical styles and technical requirements. The four
selected compositions are Sequenza VlIIper Violino Solo (1976) by Luciano Berio (1925-
2003); Arch Canonfor Three Violins (1992) by Robert Davidson (b.1965); Prakour for
11
Solo Amplified Violin and Delay (1994) by Damien Ricketson (b.1973); and Imagefor
Solo Violin (1999) by Clarence Mak.
The introduction of technology enlarges the possibility ofmusical choice for both
composer and performer. Live and recorded performances form part of the documentation
of this study. This exegesis will introduce a new dimension into the analysis and
performance of twentieth-century music by video demonstrations of playing techniques
and the use of a website. (See Appendix 1.) This multi-media format is an accessible
teaching and learning tool that makes use of recent technology and overcomes limitations
presented by teaching and learning through exclusively written work. The musical
discussion in this study will focus on sound production and the performance approach
rather than on historical background citation. The study will discuss significant techniques
which have been utilised on the violin, concentrating on musical understanding and
performance interpretation.
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Chapter Two
Technical Demands of the violin after 1960
In the last four decades of the twentieth century, playing techniques have been extended to
produce a wide variety of different specific sounds, qualities not taken to such literal
extremes until that time. The well-established repertoire for the instrument relies on the
violin's ability to capture the emotive qualities of the human voice, the brilliant qualities of
the instrument in its upper register and its ease of execution. Percussive sounds, extreme
frequencies, complex microtones and use ofunusual parts of the instrument for sound
production, are now accepted as part of a contemporary violinist's capabilities. Some
contemporary composers exploit these characteristics ofviolin playing to such an extreme
degree that it might be considered abuse of the instrument, adding to the reluctance of
some violinists to embrace contemporary music as a part of their repertoire. In addition to
a high level of conventional technical proficiency, much recent music for the violin
requires a highly developed but free-ranging imagination and a sophisticated intellectual
capacity for analysis in order to capture the mood and communicate this to an audience.
Specific technical markings in contemporary violin music do not indicate embellishment
but instruct the performer in conceptual interpretation.
This chapter will consider specific techniques conceived of for the violin and explored in
violin music over the last four decades. Technical demands and innovations will be
discussed in three categories. (See Table 2.1.)
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Table 2.1 Table showing the category of technical demands and innovations applied to the violin in
the last four decades
Category Definition
1 Extensions of conventional playing techniques Conventional playing techniques refers to those
techniques that have been employed in standard
nineteenth century and early twentieth-century
music, but which are adapted in late twentieth-
century writing, requiring an exaggeration of the
basic posture, dynamics and/or modification of the
manner of playing.
2 Environmental manipulation of conventional Environmental manipulation of conventional
playing techniques (for instance, amplification) techniques refers to the combination of the
conventionally played violin with new technology, or
in non-conventional spatial or environmental
arrangements, and may involve the assistance of a
sound engineer.
3 Non-conventional playing techniques Sounds produced by non-conventional playing
techniques constitute a further expansion of sonic
possibilities and include production ofsound from
any part of the violin using objects other than, or in
addition to, the bow or the fingers.
Category 1: Extensions of conventional playing techniques
While recognising that neither right nor left hand technique can be considered in isolation,
for the purpose of clarity, avant-garde playing techniques will be divided into three
categories; those required to be mastered by the right hand; those which demand
concentration on the left hand and a combination of left hand and right hand technique.
(See Table 2.2.)
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Table 2.2 Table showing techniques applied to right hand and left hand
Right/Left hand Technique
Right hand Bartok pizzicato
Sui tasto
Sui ponticello
Collegno
Collegno battuto
Collegno tratto
Gettato
Loosened bow hair
Sustaining a sound
Hypo-pressure
Hyper-pressure
Bow getting stuck
Tremolo
Left hand Senza vibrato
Vibrato
A technique which involves both Delayed resonance
hands at the same time
Right Hand Techniques
Bartokpizzicato
Bartokpizzicato is the first specific technical instruction that should be mentioned in this
category, due to its familiarity. It has been used extensively in both solo violin music and
orchestral music by many composers since Bela Bartok (1881-1945).38 The execution of
Bartokpizzicato needs to be more exaggerated and more aggressive than that of standard
pizzicato in order to be successful. The notation ofBartokpizzicato has become semi-
standardised; in Bartok's music it is always denoted by 6,39 but more recently it has been
given a variety of symbols such as o, 6 or <Y. Bartokpizzicato is specifically percussive,
achieved on the violin by actually lifting the string with two fingers (usually the thumb and
38 Peter Tanfield, note to the author, 2004-2005.
39 For example, Bela Bart6k, Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta (Wien: Universal Edition A. G., 1937;
renewed, New York: Boosey & Hawkes, Inc., 1965) and Bela Bart6k, Divertimento (London: Boosey &
Hawkes, 1940).
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the index finger or the middle finger) verticaly and releasing the string,whichthen snaps
back to thefingerboardwith a big"bang"or"snap"sound in addition to thenote'sown
pitchresonance.i'In Figure 2.1,Bartokpizzicatonotation[,as used by Gerard Gastinel
inHeptadecan be seen clearly in the upper partofthe violin staf. (SeeAppendixJ for a
performanceofthis piece featuringBartokpizzicato.)(See Figure 2.1.)
Figure 2.1 BartokpizzicatoinHeptade:pourviolonetpiano,system 1, p. 40 by Gerard Gastinel
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In executingBartokpizzicatoapotentialproblem is the tuningofthe strings,whichmay be
upsetdue to theharshnessofthe technique, This possibility must be considered prior to
anyperformance.Ifthe music is not continuous the violinist wil be able to find a suitable
opportunityto re-tune the strings.Ifthe music is continuous and theperformeris unable to
re-tune the violin during theperformance,there is,ofcourse, very litle that can be done,
but there are some ways tominimisetuning problems whenBartokpizzicatois involved.
One suggestion is to avoidpluckingopen strings where stopped notes arepossible
alternatives. This helps to avoidpulingthe strings at their longest, thus helping toreduce
leverage andtherebysomewhatreducingslippage or pulingofthe string outoftune."
40Joel Berman,BarbaraG.Jackson andKennethSarch, "Snap Pizzicato," inDictionaryofBowingand
PizzicatoTerms,4th ed.(Bloomington:American String Teachers Association, 1999), 67.
41PeterTanfield, note to the author,2005-2006.
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SuI tastoandSuIponticelo
Al violinistsarefamiliarwithinstructionssuch assul tasto(placingthebowoverthe
fingerboardj.Vsulponticelo(placingthe bowon/uponthe bridge),43colegno(drawing
thebowstickacrossthestringj'"andtremolo'?(usingaverysmalandun-accentuated
detachebowstroke).ForthetremoloplayingtechniqueseeFigure2.14.Contemporary
composersfrequentlyusethesetechniquesin acycliccombination.(SeeFigure2.2.)
Figure 2.2 Suitasto,suiponticeloandnormalplayingcircular paternsinPetitInterludepourviolon
seul,bars 21 - 25, p. 33 by Marc-AndreDalbavie
p======-
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Nindicatesnormalplaying(thebowincontactwiththestringsapproximatelybetweenthe
bridgeand thefinger);ST.meanssuI tasto;S.P.meanssulponticelo;andmultiple
diagonalstrokesthroughthestemofthcnoteindicatestremolo.In theexcerptquotedin
Figure2.2 thecomposerrequiresthebowtotravelbackandforthon thestring(s)between
thebridgeand theendofthefingerboard.
Colegno
Colegnois abowingtechniquerequiringtheplayertotumthebowon its side sothatthe
woodandsomeofthehairare incontactwith thestrings.Composersspecifywhich
varietyofcolegnoisrequired,eithercolegnohatuto(strikingwith the stick) orcol
42Joel Berman,BarbaraG.Jackson and Kenneth Sarch,"Taste,"inDictonaryofBowingandPizzicato
Terms,4th ed.(Bloomington:AmericanString TeachersAssociation,1999),53.Suitastolsulatastiera
(It.);sobreeldzapason(Sp.);surlatouche(Fr.); andamGrzflbret(Ger.).
43Ibid., "Ponti celo," 38.Suiponticelo(It.);Steg, amSteg(Ger.);puentecilolsobreelpuentecilo(Sp.);
chevaletlsurIechevalet(Fr.).
44Ibid.,"Tremolo,"55-57.
45Ibid.,"Detache,"18-19.Detache(Fr.).
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legno trattuto (drawing the stick of the bow across the strings), by using words, or symbols
Col legno banuto
over the note, such as a wedge mark over the note ("'),46 or /uillill 47 Collegno battuto
sound is percussive but with a clearly resonant timbre not totally obscured by the
percussion. Usually the upper part ofthe stick is employed in col legno battuto. Using the
bow as shown by the straight line in Figure 2.3 will give the best control of the percussive
element combined with resonance. (See Figure 2.3.)
Figure 2.3 Division of the bow for collegno battuto
Tapping the string with the stick over the fingerboard may probably cause small dents in
the stick, particularly if the bow hits the string with any degree of force. To avoid damage
to a valuable stick it is advisable to choose a point of contact not directly over the
fingerboard. A further possibility to avoid this problem is to change bows according to
need during the piece. (Performers have to find an appropriate moment, of course, to
change bows.) Another possibility is to apply the stick angled so that some bow hair
makes contact with the string, thereby protecting the wood of the stick to some extent.
Playing with half of the wood of the bow stick and half of the bow hair together offers
better quality col legno sound and protects the stick. If performers have sufficient time
they can exchange the bow for a substitute tool - such as a simple stick - to play collegno
battuto in solo or orchestral music. Kenneth Sarch suggests wrapping tape on the wood
stick of the bow although this is only an option when collegno tratto is not employed in
the same piece." (See Appendix J for a performance of this piece.) (See Figure 2.3.)
46 Kenneth Lee Sarch, "The Twentieth Century Violin: A Treatise on Contemporary Technique" (D.M.A. diss,
Boston University School for the Arts, 1982), 15.
47 Example of collegno battuto symbol from Dreamings by Richard David Hames.
48 Kenneth Lee Sarch, "The Twentieth Century Violin: A Treatise on Contemporary Technique" (D.M.A. diss.,
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Figure 2.4 Collegno battuto and collegno tratto in Heptade pour vtolon et piano, mvt. VI, system 6,
p. 45 by Gerard Gastinel
col legno battuto col legnotratto
V
morendo
As shown in Figure 2.4, the alternation of collegno battutowith collegno tratto, has
become familiar in twentieth-century violin repertoire. While playing collegno tratto the
violinist should hold the bow as for playing col legno battuto, except that the bow is drawn
over the string instead of swinging around the pivot point of the heel of the bow in order to
strike the string. (See Figure 2.4.)
Gettato
The use ofpercussive sounds on the violin has become more acceptable in the twentieth-
century. Gettato49 bowing is another type of percussive sound which is essentially an
extension of ricochet. 50 (See Figures 2.5 and 2.6.)
Boston University school for the Arts, 1982), 16.
49 Gettato (It.) means to throw the bow upon the string so that the stick of the bow can bounce. Joel Berman,
Barbara G. Jackson and Kenneth Sarch, "Gettato," in Dictionary ofBowing and Pizzicato Terms, 4th ed.
(Bloomington: American String Teachers Association, 1999),24-25 and 40-41.
50 Ricochet (Fr.). A series of notes, more than two, are slurred and, characteristically, very fast bounces are
performed, usually in the upper-half of the bow. The bow is dropped or struck upon the string in such a
way that the initial impetus and natural elasticity of the bow gives rise to a spontaneous series of
successive bounces. Ibid., "Ricochet," 40-41.
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Figure 2.5 Getatobowingwith litle pressure inArco,system 5, p. 28 by HansUlrichLehmann
getato .~ (moghchst lange springen lassen)
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Figure2.6 Getatobowingwith much pressure inArco,system 4, p. 27 by HansUlrichLehmann
gertato
(Bogen flach)
~~
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HansUlrichLehmannusesasingle-linedownwardarow~ toindicateplayingwithlitle
pressure(seeFigure2.5) anddouble-linedownwardarow ~ toindicateplayingwith
greaterpressure(seeFigure2.6). Theperformerhas to lift the bowverticaly,droppingor
throwingit on to the stringwithpressureasindicated,andthenalowingthebowtobounce
on the stringaccordingtotheindicationgivenby thecomposer.(SeeFigures2.5 and 2.6.)
Figure2.5 shows that thepointofthe bow should be used andthatthebowshouldbounce
on the stringwithlitlepressurefor as long aspossible.InFigure2.6, thecomposer
requirestheperformertoperformthetechniquewithincreasedforce, toflatenthebow
(forinstance,thestickisturnedso that ittouchesthe string as wel as thehair)and to lift it
so as to hit the stringwithgreatpressurefolowedby theglissandolefthandfinger
movement. (SeeAppendixJ for aperformanceofthis piecefeaturinggetato.)(See
Figures2.5 and 2.6.)
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Loosenedbow hair
Loosenedbow hairis amodificationofconventionalbowingtechnique.Inconventional
bowuse, thehairhas to betightenedsufficientlytoalowthebowtobouncewhendropped
on to the string.Whenthebowis"drawnacrossthestringswithconsiderableweight
applied,a goodqualityofsonorityisachievedwiththeminimumofefort.,51Loosened
bow hairisobviouslycontraryto this idea. In thistechnique"thehairisloosenedandthus
unevenlyspread,sothatthebowstickitselfisintermitentlyincontactwiththestring,
splayingthe hair, orsometimescatchingstrandsagainstthe string.,52Itmayberegarded
as a typeofmodifiedcolegnotrato.Theremustbe notensionin thebowhold.Asthe
bowcannotbounce,the onlyrealsupportis from thewoodofthebowand theviolinist's
righthandwhichis incontactwithit.Playingwithslackbowhairwil produce"verysoft,
thin, anddistantsound.,53 (SeeFigure2.7.)
Figure 2.7 LoosenedbowhairinCheapImitation,mvt. II, bars 1 - 4, p. 16 by John Cage
(Relax the hair of the bow completely quasicolegno)
~ =72
~ ~ ~ ;F
~
Bars1 to 4 from thethirdmovementofJolmCage'sCheapImitation(1977)exemplifies
theuseofloosenedbow hairtechnique.(See Fig,ure 2.7.)Instructionsforutilisingthe
techniquearegiveninbracketsabovethe score. (SeeAppendixJ for aperformanceofthis
piecefeaturingthistechnique.)(SeeFigure2.7.)
51Peter Tanfield, note the author,2005-2006.
52Ibid.
53Joel Berman,BarbaraG.Jacksonand Kenneth Sarch,"Loosenedthe bow," inDictionaryofBowingand
PizzicatoTerms,4th ed.(Bloomington:American String TeachersAssociation,1999),30.
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Sustainingasound
Sustainingasoundis far from new; however,sustainingasoundfor long periodsrequires
a fairly slow bow speedwhichcan create dificulties for good sound production.54This
technique is anextensionofa fundamental bowing exercise for violinists. Using a single
bow direction toplayalong note is demanding.Ifthe weightofthe bow and thepressure
on the bow are either too much or too litle, the qualityofthe sound wil beimpaired.
Thus, goodbowingtechniquedemands easeofcontrol throughunderstandingofthe
movementofthe arm by gravity and momentum.55A very goodsustainingasound
exercise can be found in studyNo.1inEtiden:Etudes-Studies,byRodolpheKreutzer
(1766-1831).56ContemporaryAustraliancomposer Sarah Hopkins usessustaininga
soundinReclaimingtheSpirit(1993) as ilustrated in Figure 2.8. (See Figure 2.8.)
Figure 2.8 Sustainingasoundtechnique inReclaimingtheSPirit,bars 1 - 4, p. 3 by SarahHopkins
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Figure 2.8 shows thesustainednote d' extended over thirty-two bars with themetronome
markingcrotchetequalsseventy-six(Andantej"The composer simply writes one long
note in theviolin/violapart, to be produced with continuousmfsound,changingthebowas
necessary. (SeeFigure2.8.)
54PatriciaStrange andAlenStrange,"SustainedBowing," inTheContemporaryViolin:Extended
PerformanceTechniques(Berkeley:UniversityofCalifomi a Press, 2001), 42.
55PeterTanfield, note to the Author, 2005-2006.
56RodolpheKreutzer,EtudenEtudes-Studies(London:EditionPeters).
57Throughoutthisexegesis,the system being used forspecifyingthe octave locationofapitchdesignates
middle C "cl"(the c one octave above being c2) .
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Anotherexampleofsustainingasoundis HansUlrichLehmann'sAreo(1972/73)for solo
violin. (SeeFigure2.9.)
Figure2.9 SustainingasoundinAreo,system1,p.27 byHans UlrichLehmann
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Therequirementsofplayingsustainingasoundare greater than thoseneededfor
conventionalplaying.In the excerpt shown inFigure2.9,sustainingasoundismademore
complexby thecomposer'swriteninstructions.As indicated on the score, theviolinist
should place thebowon the string before the start. Thecomposerrequires thelowest
dynamic,pppp,extremelyslow bow speed, and the sound should last forapproximately
thirtyseconds'durationtoproducethis patern.Performingsustainingasounddemands
an acuteawarenessofthe right hand - itspositionand its weight.
Hypo-pressureandhyper-pressure
Hypo-pressureandhyper-pressureareextendedfrom conventionalbowingtechniquesthat
afect soundproductionand bowing control.Hypo-pressuremeansbowingwithlight
pressure, atechniqueofsoundproductionnow commonly used incontemporary
compositions.Itmay beunderstoodin two ways, either with no pitch being themain
factor, orwithmicrotonalefects being themainfactor. The efects canrangefrom airy to
almostinaudible,whichmeans there isalmostno contactbetweenbow and string. In some
cases, thecomposerindicatesthat the pitch is not so important, simply usingspecific
symbols toindicatethe useofhypo-pressure.Itis asifnorosin has beenappliedto the
bow,whichmeansthat the hair is slippery and smooth.Hypo-pressuredemandsquicker
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bowspeed, lessbowpressureand less bow hair.Itcan also becombinedandexecuted
withsustainingasound,suchas found inDenaturasonorisNo.2perOrchestra(1971) by
KrzysztofPenderecki(b.1933).(See Figure 2.10.)
Figure2.10 Acombinationofhypo-pressureandsustainingasoundinDenaturasonorisNo.2per
Orchestra,system2, p. 7 byKrzysztofPenderecki
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Thecomposerrequirestwenty-twofirst violinplayerstoperformdifferentnoteswithout
vibratoand to slide thefingergradualytowards to thebridgedirection.Bowchangesare
acceptablebutshouldbeinaudible.
Hyper-pressurereferstoextremebow pressure,producingaharsh,forcedsoundwithout
overtonesandwithaconsiderableamountofextraneousnoise,asoundoftenassociated
withbeginners,whoproduceitinadvertently.In someinstancescomposersdemanda
precisepitchbutwithaharshforcedsound. Inotherinstancescomposerswantsimplyan
uglynoise. Thesounditselfmightbeperceivedasunpleasant,off-putingand
uncomfortablefor thelistener.Hyper-pressurehasappearedinmanyscoressincethe
middleofthenineteen-seventies.58Ithas alsobecomeoneofthemorereadilyaccepted
58PatriciaStrange andAlenStrange,TheContemporaryViolinExtendedPerformanceTechniques
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techniquesincontemporarystringmusic. GeorgeCrumb'sBlackAngels:ThirteenImages
fromtheDarkLand:Image4:"Devil-Music",is a goodexampleofutilisinghyper-
pressurein themusic. (SeeFigure2.11.)
Figure 2.11 Hyper-pressureeffectandnotationinBlack Angels: Thirteen Images from the Dark Land:
Image4:"Devil-Music",system 1, p. 3 by GeorgeCrumb
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InFigure2.11,thecomposeruses azigzagline,withpeaksandtroughsgradualygrowing
largertoindicatethegradualincreaseofhyper-pressure.Withapointedwaveof
increasingamplitudeCrumbinstructstheperformerto start a noteverygentlyandthenadd
morebowpressurelitlebylitleuntil thesoundbecomessimplynoise.Theasterisk
providedbyCrumbin thissamepiece refersplayersto afootnotethatprovidesfurther
instructionsforexecutionofhyper-pressuresound.Whenmore andmorepressureis
demanded,thepartofthebowto be used is thelowerhalfor thepartcloseto the frog.
Frequentchangesofbowdirectionarethereforenecessary.i"
In theFourLikesforSolo Violin(1972-3)asshowninFigure2.12, thecomposeruses
differentsymbolstoindicatehyper-pressure;wavyblacklinesinsidecrescendosigns to
indicateincreasingvolumeofsound. (SeeFigure2.12.)
(Berkeley:UniversityofCaliforniaPress, 2001), 17.
59Ibid., 19.
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Hyper-pressurebowingtechniqueandnotationinFourLikesforSolo Violin,mvt. IV,
system3 byTheodoreAntoniou
Thecomposer'sinstructionto theplayerimpliesverylitlepressureat thebeginningofthe
crescendo,gradualyincreasinguntilCLIMAX,implyingextremelyheavypressureon the
bow, andthendecreasingpressureto the endofdecrescendo.ThesoundintheCLIMAX
sectionwil heugly,scratchyandharsh.Afterreachingtheclimax,pressureandvolume
shouldbereducedsteadily.
Bowgetingstuck
Thebowgetingstucktechniqueis anexaggerationofthehyper-pressurebowing.The
violinistisrequiredtoplacethebowon thestringwithgreatpressureoftoneuntilthebow
almoststopsonthestring.AsshowninFigure2.13,thecomposeruses[fiI]toindicatethe
maximumbowpressureand thearrowto therightindicates~ thatthebowhas tomove
to the tipfolowedby thediminuendo molto lentoat the endofthephrase.(SeeFigure
2.13.)
Figure 2.13 Bow geting stuck(-)inArco,system 2, p. 27 by HansUlrichLehmann
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The toneproductionofbowgetingstuckshould becompletelycrushed,as thecomposer
indicateson the score.Thisbowingtechniqueneedsmaximumcontactbetweenhair and
the string as wel astotalbowcontrol.
Tremolo
Tremolois not anewtechnique,but it is oneofthe mostwidelyusedtechniquesin
twentieth-centuryviolinmusic. Itis arepeatedvery short, fast andunaccenteddetache
bow stroke, for thedurationofthe note.60Theresultis a"trembling"sound."The partof
the bow used and theamountofpressureapplied to the bow depend on thedynamic
requirement.Ifthedynamicis loud, the bowplacementisbetweenthebowtip and the
upper half;ifthedynamicis soft, the bowplacementis near thebowtip.62Ifthecomposer
wantsa loudtremoloit isnecessaryto use themiddleofthe how, and to press heavily.
(SeeFigure2.14.)
Figure 2.14 TremoloinArco,system 3, p. 27 by Hans Ulrich Lehmann
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In Figure 2.14, thenotationoftremolocommonly used in thetwentieth-centuryis three
slanted shortdiagonallinesjuxtaposedabove orbelowthe pitch,withouta stem or on the
stem. (SeeAppendixJfor aperformanceofthispiecefeaturingtremolo.)(SeeFigure
2.14.)
60Joel Berman,BarbaraG.Jacksonand Kenneth Sarch,"PizzicatoTremolo," inDictionaryofBowingand
PizzicatoTerms,4th ed.(Bloomington:American String TeachersAssociation,1999),55-57.
61Ibid.
62Ibid.
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LeftHandTechniques
Senzavibratoandvibrato
Senzavibratoandvibratonowcommonlyappear as a patern or evenwithina phrase in
manycontemporarycompositions.Successful articulationdependson the adaptabilityof
theperformer'sleft hand.Vibratois generaly used toembelishthecolourofthe sound or
increasemusical tension. By contrast,senza vibratois used todeliverthe sound in its
unadornednaturalness -sometimesrefered to as "notesblanch"or"whitenotes".63Senza
vibratomight chalenge someviolinists,vibratohaving become acompulsivefinger
movementalmost a reflex and thus endemic fingermovementingenericmodemplaying.
(See Figure 2.15.)
Figure2.15 Senza vibratoandvibratopaterns inLike IcarusAscending,mvt.I,system 1, p. 114 by
Andrew Ford
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As shown in Figure 2.15, thecomposerutilisessenza vibratoandvibratoto change the
soundand so the moodofthe music. Theperformerhas to keep the fingermovementcalm
and slide the finger on the string smoothly.The performershouldonly introducevibrato
into the music gradualy, stopping as indicated in the score. Theapplicationofvibrato
shouldbe light and sparing. (SeeAppendixJ for aperformanceofthis piece featuring
Senzavibratoandvibratopaterns.)(See Figure 2.15.)
The scopeofvibratohas alsobeenextendedandexaggeratedtodiversifysoundproduction
drawingon influences from vocal andnon-Westerninstrumentmusic. This typeof
63PeterTanfield, note to the author,2005-2006.
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vibrato, imitating some styles of non-Western music can be wobbly and unsteady,
sometimes creating microtones.64 The violinist can increase or decrease the oscillation,
widen the amplitude or even apply the larger movement of the elbow joint to flatten the
finger and so change the sonority. (See Figure 3.4.1.65)
A technique which involves both hands at the same time
Delayed resonance
Delayed resonance is not a newly developed technique but it has been to some degree
reinvented by modem composers. Contemporary music's notation for the manner of
executing delayed resonance implies that notes are held for longer than the printed note
value. In some instances the composer notates the length of each note and the order of
notes, therefore notation is determined, but musical interpretation is indeterminate. Tn
other instances, the composer indicates the timing of the phrase or the pattern but not the
exact length of each note. The performer can decide the length of each note, and may play
the first note as written and the next note at any time thereafter. As long as the next note is
produced, timing is irrelevant and the two notes may sound simultaneously. This may be
described as delayed resonance in contemporary music. In conventional music, double
stops are two pitches notated vertically, strictly notated as to where they start and stop.
(See Figure 2.16.)
Figure 2.16 Delayed resonance in Like Icarus Ascending, mvt. T, system 6, p. 114 by Andrew Ford
~__=mpu uu u
64 Microtone means the interval is smaller than a minor second.
65 A discussion of this playing technique will be described in Chapter Three (3.4 Clarence Mak, Image for
Solo Violm).
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Figure 2.16 shows the notation ofdelayed resonance, which the composer indicates by
using a long solid horizontal line next to the note. The length of the line indicates the
length of the note, the composer leaving it up to the performer, in collaboration with the
composer, to decide how long to sustain each note. (See Figure 2.16.)
Category 2: Environmental manipulation of conventional playing techniques
Environmental manipulation of conventional playing techniques is the alteration of
the surroundings and/or the ambience by spatial and/or technological manipulation.
The innovation in performance is in the manipulation of the sound by technological
and/or spatial means and the combination of electronically enhanced and
conventional sounds requiring interactivity with technology, in addition to the
accepted demands of conventional playing.66
The use of non-conventional spaces as performance venues has also required specific
technological solutions and understanding ofhow to play under unaccustomed spatial
conditions.
A recent spatial and technological demand is the extension of location and circumstance,
experimental music offering more possibility and variety for present performance. The
location for performing is not confined to the traditional concert hall but may be any venue
accessible by the audience. New technology has also had momentous impact on the search
for new sounds from the violin. Composers do their utmost to discover unusual timbre and
acoustic qualities by using different methods of technology.
Minimalist composers are notable for their endeavour to explore all performance
possibilities. This was a frequent occurrence in minimalist composers' concerts such as
66 The definition is given by the performance supervisor, Peter Tanfield, Lecturer in Violin, Conservatorium
ofMusic, the University of Tasmania, 2004-2006.
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Steve Reich's Violin Phase (1967)67 and Philip Glass's Strung Out (1967). For instance,
Violin Phase requires the violinist to record a three-track tape loop following Reich's
instruction. The only assistance required is for someone else to play the tape during the
performance.l" Those performance techniques are based on conventional playing
techniques but the performance venue can be anywhere from a recital hall to museum or
gallery. The demonstration of this tactic in this chapter is Philip Glass's Strung Out69
which was composed in 1967 for amplified violin. The premiere performance ofStrung
Out was given in November of 1968 in the little Film Makers Cinemateque in New York
by the violinist Dorothy Pixley-Rothschild." In this performance, the music was printed in
an "accordion fold" style so that, when opened out, it formed some twenty continuous
pages strung together. It was set up on a series ofmusic stands making an "L" shape on
the stage. (See Figure 2.17.)
Figure 2.17 "L" shape for performing Strung Out on the stage
The arrows shown here depict the direction
the performer should walk whilst
performing Strung Out
The
performer
starts here
and in the
direction of
the arrow
7 stands have to be placed side by along this long leg ofthe "L"
67 Steve Reich, "Direction for Performance," in ViolinPhase (London: Universal Edition, 1979).
68 Violin Phase was composed in 1967 and performed in the same year by Reich and other musicians in New
York's Fall Gallery. A source is from The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic andMusicians by Paul Griffiths.
69 Philip Glass, Strung Out (New York: Dunvagen Music Publishers, Inc).
70 Untitled "Philip Glass, List ofCompositions 1965 - 1975" [year 1967 Strung Out] [Internet on-line];
available from
<http://216.239.37.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://www.arconet.es/users/rosado/philipg.htm&prev=/searc
h%3Fq%3D%2522strung%2Bout ...> [28 August 2004].
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In the performance procedure displayed in Figure 2.17, the violinist begins playing on the
short leg of the "L", walks down to the comer and then on to the long leg, taking, in all,
about twenty-one minutes. The title of Strung Out has three meanings: "1) the music was
strung out along the wall; 2) it has to do with the idea of stringing a violin; 3) it played on
the contemporaneous colloquialism of being strung out, which has been described as
'being at the end of one's tether, or being dragged to the very edge of something' .,,71
The whole score is twenty-four A4 size pages long after three repeats, and these pages
should thread together in accordion-fold fashion so that when unfolded they can be set up
in a seemingly extended (or strung out) geometrical construction, echoing the title "Strung
Out".72 With the music tacked to the wall or placed on ten stands (three making up the
short leg of the "L" and seven making up the long leg of the "L"), the violinist should
travel across about eight pages before taking a right tum out from the wall to an "L" shape
on the stage. (See Figure 2.17.)
Luigi Nono's La Lontananza Nostalgica Utopica Futura: madrigale perpiu "caminantes"
con Gidon Kremer violino solo 8 nastru magnetici da 9 a 10 leggi Versione KOE 232
(1988/89)73 continues this type ofmusical innovation. The performance place has included
the audience seats and the performer has to play and move randomly anywhere. (See
Figure 2.18.)
71 Robert T. Jones, Discography: Music in the Shape ofa Square (2001) [Internet on-line]; available from
<http://www.philipglass.com/alterego.html> [6 September 2004].
72 Untitled "Philip Glass, List of Compositions 1965 - 1975" [year 1967 Strung Out] [Internet on-line];
available from
<http://216.239.37.104/translate_c?hl=en&u=http://www.arconet.es/users/rosado/philipg.htm&prev=/searc
h%3Fq%3D%2522strung%2Bout ...> [28 August 2004].
73 Luigi Nono, La Lontananza Nostalgica Utopica Futura. madrigale per piu "caminantes" con Gidon
Kremer violino solo 8 nastru magnetici da 9 a 10 leggi VersioneKOE 232 (Minalo: G. Ricordi & Editori,
1988. The nostalgic removed distance ofthe utopian future: madrigal for more "ambulants" with Gidon
Kremer violin solo 8 magnetic tape from 9 to 10 stands. The title is translated by Peter Tanfield, Lecturer
in Violin, Conservatorium ofMusic, the University ofTasmania.
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Figure 2.18 Stands and the stage set up in La Lontananza Nostalgica Utopica Futura: madrigale per
piu "caminantes" can Gidon Kremer vtolino solo 8 nastru magnetict da 9 a 10 leggi
Versione KOE 232 (1988/89) by Luigi Nono
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In Figure 2.18, the composer indicates the six parts (1,2,3,4,5,6) of "La Lontananza"
should be placed on six music stands on the stage (and in the audience as well), irregularly
and asymmetrically, never near each other, but in such a way as to permit free, although
never direct, passage between them, the players searching them out. They can also be
"complicated" with 2 or 4 empty music stands in order to make the passage way more
varied and imaginative, the players even suddenly getting lost or coming to a halt. The
sixth stand should be placed near the stage exit, as indicated in stand no. 6. (See Figure
2.18.)
Amplification
Amplification in music has been in use for many years. Acceptance of amplification of the
violin was slow, but it is a dominant feature in BlackAngels: Thirteen Images from the
Dark Land by George Crumb (b.1929),74 composed in 1970. Amplifiers and pickups,
being two of the major devices, have since been applied repeatedly to the violin. Now, the
application of amplification has been used by many composers to broaden the capabilities
of the violin. Outdoor venues can be utilised more effectively and previously un-
performable nuances and musical textures, which otherwise could not be heard, can be
used with amplification as in Helmut Lachenmann's 1986 composition of Toccatina/?
74 George Crumb, Black Angels: Thirteen Images from the Dark Land (New York: C. F.Peters, 1971).
75 Helmut Lachenmann, Toccatina (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf& Hartel, 1986).
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The manner of execution, such as an extension of collegno battuto and collegno tratto
techniques (see Figure 2.22), and the type of the sound produced will be almost inaudible.
Therefore, the performer might apply basic amplification to deliver the sound to the
audience using a lapel microphone or bridge pick-up microphone. (See Figure 2.19.)
Figure 2.19 A basic system of amplification applied to the violin
Violin attached to Amplifier Speakers/
pick-up/ lapel ~ powered
microphone speakers
Amplification herein is defined as a physically unmodified violin using either pickup or
microphone to send a signal through an amplifier to speakers. Amplification does not
require any change in the manner ofperformance, excepting the necessity for a good
understanding as to how to get the best from the instrument under amplification. A basic
system of electro-acoustic amplification, as shown in Figure 2.19, can be used to produce
good acoustic sound and will not drastically alter the original sound of the violin. The
purpose of a pickup is to take the sound and to convert it into an electrical signal; an
amplifier increases that electronic signal which then gets converted into sound by the
speakers. Metallic strings or strings with metal components can be used by the performer
in order to produce good quality electro-acoustic sound.I" These strings help to maintain a
steady electromagnetic spectrum which will reduce the frequency problem which is caused
by the vibration of the violin.
76 Christian Wojtowicz, note to the author, 2004-2005.
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Category 3: Non-conventional playing techniques
While recognising that neither right nor left hand technique can be considered in isolation,
for the purpose of clarity non-conventional playing techniques will be divided into three
categories; those required to be mastered by the right hand; and those which demand
concentration on the left hand; and those are specified by unusual performance techniques.
(See Table 2.3.)
Table 2.3 Table showing techniques applied to right hand and left hand
Right/left Hand techniques Technique
Right hand Pizzicato tremolo
Nail pizzicato
Using the screw of the bow
Left hand Finger percussive sound
Non-Western instrumental sound
Finger damping
Microtones
Unusual performance Playing different and unusual parts ofthe VIOlin
techniques Whistle and tap dancing
Right Hand Techniques
Pizzicato tremolo
Pizzicato tremolo is used to imitate another type ofnon-Western instrumental sound such
as plucked or bamboo-based instrument. Pizzicato tremolo is a rapid strumming of chords
played on stringed instruments plucking string(s) back and forth horizontally using the
right hand index finger or the thumb. There are three ways to indicate pizzicato tremolo:
1) a tremolo-line sign on the note stem; 2) written out in short durations notated usually
with downward U) or upward arrows (j); or 3) a vertical wavy line with a downward or
upward arrow at the bottom or the top, respectively." (See Figure 2.20.)
77 Joel Berman, Barbara G. Jackson and Kenneth Sarch, "Pizzicato Tremolo," in Dictionary ofBowing and
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Figure 2.20 Pizzicato tremolo in Ashes ofthe Glacial Crescent for Amplified VIOlin, p. 53, ~ by Hing-
Yan Chan
pocoapoco sul tasto
~ ~g':
In Figure 2.20, the composer indicates the direction ofpizzicato tremolo, tempo )\ = ca.
184, followed by the crescendo. In non-Western music, this technique is a typical finger
rotation procedure of the Chinese plucked instruments, the pipa and zheng. The performer
therefore has to transfer the effect of the finger rotation technique of the pipa and zheng on
to the violin. A way to successfully execute this is to slide the right hand index finger from
left to right across the strings and to slide the finger back with the fingernail facing left.
The hand movement has to be as swift as possible. (See Figure 2.20.)
Nail pizzicato
Nail pizzicato involves plucking the string and allowing the edge of the fingernail of the
right hand to catch the string. A hard, biting and metallic sound will result. 78 The violinist
may pluck the string with more weight in order to produce an audible buzzing sound.
Hence, nail pizzicato is also known as "buzz pizzicato".79 (See Figure 2.21.)
Figure 2.21 Natl pizzicato in Vex for Susan Pierotti, bar 83, p. 127 by Peter J. Myers
J= 70 calma
<- -> pizz, with the nail
~-- ---- ........-IJlff
Pizzicato Terms, 4th ed. (Bloomington: American String TeachersAssociation, 1999),65.
78 Kenneth Sarch, ed., "Nail Pizzicato," in Dictionary ofBowing and Pizzicato Terms: Petite Dictionary of
Pizzicato, 4th ed., ed. by Joel Berman, Barbara G. Jackson and Kenneth Sarch (Bloomington, Indiana:
American String Teachers Association, 1999),63.
79 Ibid., 61.
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In Figure 2.21, thenotationofnailpizzicatois a verticalsquigglewithanarrowtoindicate
thedirectionofeachnailpizzicato.Theviolinistshouldpluckthe string in the
conventionalmannerandthenalowthefingernailto touch thevibratingstringwithout
lifting away from the string. (See Figure 2.21.)
Using thescrewofthebowto rub or hit the string could be seen to be afurtherextension
ofcollegnotratoandcolegnobatuto.This issometimesalsocombinedwithother
techniques.t'Thevolumeofthese two toneproductionsis very low and isaudibleonlyif
using withamplification.ThisinnovationbyHelmutLachenmanncan be seen in
Toccatina(1986) for solo violin.8!(SeeFigure2.22.)
Figure 2.22 AnextensionofcolegnobatutoandcolegnotratoinToccatina,system 1, p. 32 by
HelmutLachenmann
VIbratomrtSpannschraube
vibrato WIththescrewu[the Luw
~ =ca.566 mitSpannschraubegetupftidappedwiththe screw of the bow. - ~ Ijr~ suII n I~ 1- ten.,M r-
~ .
t.J fluidodzstznto
~ piZZo,-. ~~ ten.. ~
t.J ~ ten. + ~.nP
loco
2 Okravenhoher
2 octaves lugher
The first bar is anextensionofcolegnobatuto.Theviolinistonly uses thescrewofthe
bow to hit thestringsat theharmonicsoundingpoints.In other words, theperformerhas
to use thescrewofthebowto rub the stringinsteadofusing the bow hair tomakethe
sound. Thesecondbar is anextensionofcolegnotrato-as thecomposerhasindicated
fluido(flowingorsmooth).To achieve this efect, the screwofthebowshouldbeplaced
on the string andalowedto slide back and forth on the string toimitatethevibratosound.
80PatriciaStrange and Alen Strange,TheContemporaryVIOlin:ExtendedPerformanceTechniques
(Berkeley:UniversityofCalifomi a Press, 2001), 39.
81Ibid., 39.
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Left HandTechniques
Fingerpercussivesound
Fingerpercussivesoundtechniqueisanothernewtechnical device.Itrequirestheviolinist
to use the lefthandfingersto strike the strings,producinganotherdifferenttypeof
percussivesound.Thesymbolis notstandardisedyet anddifferentcomposersusevarious
symbols.Figure2.23 is anexampleofnotationforfingerpercussivesound,forwhich
GerardGastineluses a"+".Theperformershouldlift the lefthandfingerverticalyto slap
the string onto thefingerboardwith the fingertip. (SeeFigure2.23.)
Figure 2.23 FingerpercussivesoundinHeptade:pourviolon etpiano,mvt. V, system 1, p. 43 by
Gerard Gastinel
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Non-Westerninstrumentalsound
Theinterpretationofnon- Westerninstrumentalsoundissomewhatmorelikepitch-
bending(microtone)or wide, slowvibratoonWesterninstruments.YInparticular,theuse
ofwidevibratoisintendedtoimitatethesoundofnon-Westerninstrumentssuchas the
erhu(stringed)83 anddi(woodwind),bothtraditionalChineseinstruments.Some
82PeterTanfield, note to the author, 2004-2005.
83Erhuis the principal melodic instrument in Peking Opera where it plays along with the singer,ornamenting
andelaboratingthe vocal line.
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composers,for example,LarrySitsky(b.1934)84,areinfluencedbyelementsofAsian
culturesuch as Peking andCantoneseopera and frontier folk songs. Sitsky employs
Chinesemythologyand usestraditionalChineseinstrumentsin his ConcertoNo.3for
Violinand Orchestra:I-Ching: TheEightTrigrams85(1987).86
Fingerdamping/jingermuting
Fingerdamping(using the finger(s) as a damper) is a recentcreationofcontemporary
musicalnotation. The left hand should be placed on theindicatedfingerpositionswithout
anypressure,whichalowsnaturalovertonesto sound when theviolinisttaps the strings
withthe screwofthe bow. Oneexampleofasymbol used for fingerdampingis found in
Toccatina(1986), inwhichHelmutLachenmannprovides a"-$-"toindicatejinger
damping.(See Figure 2.24.)
Figure2.24 Finger dampingnotationinToccatina,system 1, p. 32 byHelmutLachenmann
ten.
~~
The useofthis symbolmeanstheperformerhas to place four fingers on fourdifferent
strings as indicated. This wil stop thevibrationofthe strings;therefore,the sound wil be
veryfaint and light. (See Figure 2.24.)
Microtone
Microtonemeans anyintervalsmalerthan a minor second. Amicrotoneis not a partof
conventionalmusic but, rather, anextensionofconventionaltechniquedevelopedin late
84Lary Sitsky (b. 1934),Australiancomposer, pianist,researcherand educator.
85Eight trigrams include water, wind,mountain,thunder, mist, heaven, fire, and earth. Sitsky applies huge
amountofpercussioninstrumentssuch as metal wind chimes, bamboo wind chimes, gongs, sleigh bels.
86Robyn Holmes,PatriciaShaw, andPeterCampbel,Larry Sitsky: ABio-Bibliography(Westport:
GreenwoodPress,1997),60-61.
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twentieth-century music.87 While we might assume that microtones are a very recent
discovery, they actually were used in the music of ancient Greece and were mathematically
defined by the theories of that time.88 In recent times, microtones, like the diatonic modes,
were rediscovered in the twentieth-century by composers who have used them in new and
varied ways. The notation ofmicrotones is different from conventional notation. It is not
strictly standardised and varies from composer to composer. Different composers create
their own symbols. For example, Xenakis indicates microtones at the beginning ofMikka.
(See Figure 2.25.)
Figure 2.25 Microtone notation in Mikka, system 1, p. 1 by lannis Xenakis
I .
P=-
Generally speaking, microtones have three equal divisions: 1) one-quarter of a tone higher
than the natural note such as +89or *90 or ~ or ~ orq;2) three-quarters of a tone higher
than the natural note such as _91; and 3) one-quarter of a tone lower than the natural note
such as J 92
87 Stefan Kostka, Materials and Techniques ofTwentieth-Century Music (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1999),
35.
88 Ibid.
89 Example of quarter tone symbol from Mikka by Iannis Xenakis.
90 Example of quarter tone symbol from Kaar by Richard David Hames.
91 Example of quarter tone symbol from Mikka by Iannis Xenakis.
92 Example of quarter tone symbol from Trois Elegies pour violon seul by Yves-Marie Pasquet.
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The execution ofmierotones requires sensitivity of the left hand finger movements and
sensible fingering organisation combined with acute aural perception" The performer
should be aware of every finger movement, feel the small but palpable difference between
the usual sensations for tones and semitones and make the specific adjustments necessary
for producing microtones/" Left hand fingerings must be calculated carefully. (See
Figure 2.26.)
Figure 2.26 Mtcrotone in Arco, system 16, p. 30 by Hans Ulrich Lehmann
Figure 2.26 is a long slur ofmicrotones in a pattern combined with up bow staccato
bowing. The difference between Mikka (see Figure 2.25) and Areo (see Figure 2.26) is that
Xenakis uses slurs to indicate glissando and Lehmann uses slurs to indicate a pattern. The
performer needs to experiment to decide a system of fingering rather than to leave it to
chance. For the microtonal pattern shown in Figure 2.25, from the beginning to the sfp, the
performer may attempt the fingering: 2-2-3-4-3-4-3-2-2-3-2 to distinguish between each
microtonal pitch. The performer can apply a similar method to subsequent patterns. In
addition, the composer employs @ above the note to indicate that an accent should be
added occasionally. (See Figure 2.26.)
Xenakis's Mikka is one of the more extreme examples of complexity of finger movement
combined with sophisticated bowing technique in solo violin music. 95 (See Figures 2.27
93 Peter Tanfield, note to the author, 2005-2006.
94 Ibid.
95 Peter Hoffmann, "Iannis Xenakis," in The Grove Dictionary ofMusic andMusicians, 2001 ed., 605-613.
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and 2.28.)Complexleft hand fingermovementis asignificantchalengefor theperformer
and this isfolowedby theglissandoandsulponticelotechniques. InFigure2.27,
Xenakisindicatesthedirectionofeach note,folowedbyglissando,and thesoundis varied
by thesulponticelobowingtechnique.(SeeFigure2.27.)
Figure 2.27 Complexglissandowithsuiponticel/oinMikka,system 8, p. 1 by IannisXenakis
InFigure2.27,Xenakisindicated-s->above the~ 2,whichmeans that is the endofthe
octavehighersectionand the actualpitchofthe folowing notes should beplayedas
printed.Betweenc+2and~ 2,theperformerhas to play thesefournotes on the string (arco
normal), to slide the finger across four strings. Theperformerhas to shift the finger swiftly
on the E stringwhileperformingc+2.Afterthis motion, theperformerhas to slide the
fingerbackto the A string in order to play the next notethree-quartersofa tonehigher
than c2•Thedynamicrequirementofthese four notes isjJJ.As soon as this lastpitchis
produced,theperformerhas to shift to a quarterofa tone higherthana2•Above the pitch
ofa+2,Xenakisalsoindicatessulponticelobowingand thecontrastdynamicmarkingppp
thatshouldbeintroducedinto the soundproduction.
Figure2.28 Complexfinger positionvariationinMikka,system 1, p. 3 by IannisXenakis
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InFigure2.28,Xenakisindicatesthedirectionofglissandofolowedby thecomplicated
fingerpositionchange."2.8"meansto play two octaves higher. Theperformerhas to
changethe fingerpositionssmoothly. (SeeFigure2.28.)
Unusualperformancetechniques
Knockingthechin-restwith the screwofthebowon diferentpointsofthechin-restto
produceapercussivesound isanothercreative means ofproducingsound. (See Figure
2.29.) Thecomposeruseda cross sign"x" to indicate thisplayingtechnique.
Figure 2.29 Chin-restpercussivesoundinSonate-MonologforSolo Violin,bars 105 - 110, p. 6 by
AramKhachaturian
Alegro agitatoJ=132 -144
*)IEJ ] T::I ~ ~ ~~ #liB:J;<;.! >l-~ x=::J:8 x . I
Figure 2.30 Playingbehind the nut inFour LikesforSolo Violin,mvt. IV,system1 byTheodore
Antoniou
Behind,.f).
lhQnut11'.--
InFigure2.30,thecomposerdraws a symbolofa violin scrol and pegs andindicatesthe
performertoplaybehindthe nut, again with an almost inaudibleresultantsound.
Playingbehindthe bridge isanotherway to usehyper-pressureofthebowasshownin
Figure2.31. Theviolinistcan also play on the scrol of theviolin,whichsimplyproduces
a litlescratchsoundand istonelessandalmostinaudible. (SeeFigure2.31.)
Figure 2.31 Playingbehind the bridge inImageforsolo Violin,system 1 , p. 50 byClarenceMak
mf
mea(behind thebridge)
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Figure2.32 Playingtremoloon the tail piece inAreo,system 8, p. 28 by HansUlrichLehmann
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In the second barofFigure 2.32, Lehmann indicates theperformerhas toplaytremoloon
the tail piece. The efect is an extensionofcolegnotratoplayingtechnique,whichis
used tocontrastthe colourofthe tone production. (See Figure 3.32.)
Obviouslyusing the below techniques has thepotentialto damage avaluableviolin. The
performerhasto findaway to execute thecomposer'sinstructionwithoutdamagingthe
instrument.Figure2.33 is an exampleofthis. (See Figure 2.33.)
Figure2.33 Therepresentationofthefingerboardindicates theperformershouldplayon the scrol in
Toccatna,system 2, p. 35 byHelmutLachenmann
I_
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In Figure 2.33,Lachenmannprovides arepresentationofa fingerboard tonotatethis
techniqueandexplainsthe expectationofthe qualityofthe sound. As wel, theperformer
canplaybehindthe nut, that is, in the peg-box, to produce adifferenttypeofsound.
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Whistleandtapdancing
Theincorporationofnon-instrumentalperformancerequirements,includingvocalisation
and dance, are othercreativecompositionalrequirementsthat open up acompletelynew
worldofsound,approachtoperformanceandtechniqueforperformerandaudience.
Huber'saus: Solofureinen SolistenfromSoloforaSoloist(1980/81)requirestheviolinist
sometimes towhistle(Figure2.34) andsometimesto tap while playing(Figure2.35).
Figure 2.34 Whistleandpizzicatoinaus: SolofuretnenSoltsten(from: Solo for aSoloist),bars 1 - 2,
p. 36 byNicolausA. Huber
GenreI(,Kalmka',)
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As shown in Figure 2.34, in the first two barsofGenre I("Kalinka"),theupperstave
shows thewhistlingpitches,whichshould be heard one octavehigherthannotatedand the
lower stave shows noteswhichhave to bepluckedon theviolinasifplayingthe guitar.
Figure 2.35 Tapdancinginaus: SolofureinenSolisten(from: Solo for a Soloist), bars 3 - 4, p. 36 by
NicolausA. Huber. byNicolausA.Huber
GenreI("Steppen")("Tap-dance")I
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As shown in Figure 2.35, thebeginningofGenre I (,Steppen")("Tap-dance")requiresthe
performerto dotapdancingandplayingpizzicatotogether. Thus theperformerhas to
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wear shoes with leather soles and hard leather heels and performed on a good resonant
wooden floor, as in tap dancing. According to the instructions for Genre II, the performer
should consider the metronomic values only as orientation aids. What is intended is a
hesitant beginning with uninterrupted accelerando and crescendo from.l = 88 to .I = 112.
In the lower stave, the composer employs a cross (X) to indicate which string should be
tapped by the fingers, resulting in a castanets-like sound. (See Figure 2.35.)
In Figure 2.35, after the pizzicato chord, the performer has to reduce the finger pressure on
the strings and slide the fingers down, to end with the tap. This may be regarded as a type
ofjinger percussive sound. (See Figure 2.23.) While the hands are playing according to
the notation on the lower staff, on the upper staff the composer uses "R" and "L" to
indicate which Ioot to tap. The rhythm of the tapping is determined by the length and the
position ofnotes on the stave. For example, the g2 minim intended for the right foot and
the e2 crotchet is for the left foot, and so on. (See Figure 2.35.)
This chapter has provided an outline of the diversification of the technical development of
violin performance between 1960 and 2006. The following chapter will discuss four
complete pieces and the uses made of the above-mentioned techniques. Discussions will
include explanations of the symbols employed and instructions and suggestions for
preparation for performance. The audio illustration clips can be viewed on the website.
(See Appendix J.)
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Chapter Three
Performance Discussion
The advent of audio-visual technology has enhanced the potential of violin performance,
With audio-visual cues contemporary violin practices are now more accessible and
arguably more precise. Contemporary performers can watch a mediated master class,
contact the composer, and both see and hear violin technique in detail. Berio's electronic
evolution has added a computerised dimension to violin playing, while Cage's
indeterminate movement has allowed musicians freedom to influence the composition as
performance to an extent that had not previously acceptable.
This chapter will focus on four works of contemporary solo violin music by innovative
composers. These four works are: Sequenza VIIIper Violino Solo (1976) by Luciano Berio
(1925-2003); Arch Canonfor Three Violins (1992) by Robert Davidson (b.1965); Prakour
for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay (1994) by Damien Ricketson (b.1973); and Imagefor
Solo Violin (1999) by Clarence Mak. The discussion will include premiere performance
information and any explanations provided by the composer. Each piece explores different
compositional features and contains specific performance instructions to the player thus
providing a variety of challenges to the performer, and new audio experiences for the
audience.
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3.1 Luciano Berio (1925-2003), Sequenza VIIIper Violino Solo (1976)
Ho moltiplicato per te le mie voci, I miei vocaboli,
le mie vocali e grido, adesso, che sei il mio vocative."
Luciano Berio, one of his generation's finest composers, occupied an important place in
the exploration of virtuosic performance." As a pioneer of experimental music, Berio
expanded upon traditional compositional methods to explore a broader and more freely
imaginative use of instruments."
Berio worked for a period of over forty-four years, from 1958 to 2002, on a cycle of
fourteen solo pieces for different instruments. All numbered solo compositions are under
the title Sequenzas. (See Appendix N.) The first work Sequenza I was composed for flute
in 1958, and the last Sequenza X/Vb for double bass in 2002, just a year before his death. 99
The length of each Sequenza is between five and fifteen minutes and each was dedicated to
one of the best performers on that specific instrument in the last forty years. Sequenza I
was dedicated to Severino Gazzelloni.l'" and Sequenza XIVb was dedicated to Stefano
Scodanibbio. 101
96 Luciano Berio as quoted in liner notes, "Sequenza VIII per violino solo" in Sequenzas, verses by Edoardo
Sanguineti, trans. Stewart Spencer (Hamburg: Deutsche Grammophon GmbH, 457 0402, 1998), 17 and 67.
Translation: I multiplied for you my voices, my words, my vowels, and cry, now that you are my
invocation, edited by Giulia Green and Peter Tanfield.
97 Luciano Berio, liner notes. Sequenzas, trans. David Osmond-Smith (Hamburg: Deutche grammophon
GmbH, 457 0402, 1998),8-10.
981van Hewett, "Luciano Berio," Guardian Unlimited (28 May 2003) [Internet on-line];available from
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/news/obituary/O,12723,965393,00.html> [7 April 2005].
99 Universal Edition Music Publisher, Berio Luciano (1925-2003). List a/Works [Internet on-line]; available
from
<http://www.uemusic.at/trumanlen_templates/paste.php3?template=werk_list&spr=en&komp_uid=54&pa
ge=3> [24 August 2005].
100 Serverino Gazzelloni (1919-1992), was an Italian flute player and a teacher. He was the principle flute in
the RAI orchestra for thirty years. Many compositions were dedicated to him written by outstanding
composers such as Luciano Berio (1925-2003), Pierre Boulez (b.1925) and Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971).
101 Stefano Scodanibbio (b.1956), is contra-bass soloist and composer in Italy. Between 1980s and 1990s, his
name has been connected to the renaissance of the double bass, playing in the major festivals throughout
the world. Many works were written for Scadinibbio by world known composers such as Sylvano Bussotti
(b.1931), Brian Ferneyhough (b.1943), and lannis Xenakis (1922-1992).
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David Osmond-Smith explains that Berio felt compelled to compose the Sequenza virtuoso
series to revitalise the way composers and performers viewed traditional instruments. 102
Berio believed that it was not necessary to modify existing instruments, but rather to
expand their acceptable capabilities.Y' He believed that in this way composers could and
should contribute to the evolution of the playing of traditional instruments.
The title Sequenza reflects Berio's intention to explore in sequence the harmonic capability
of each instrument. The Sequenzas demand virtuosity that, as Berio often emphasised, is
not merely that of flying fingers or an agile tongue, but a virtuosity of "sensibility and
intelligence" wherein the twentieth-century virtuoso should manifest the highest level of
both technical and musical intellectual capabilities and understand a comprehensive history
of their instrument. 104 In writing the Sequenzas series, Berio stated:
I'm much attracted by the slow and dignified transformation of instruments and of
instrumental (and vocal) techniques across the centuries. Perhaps that's another
reason why, in all my Sequenzas, I've never tried to change the genetic inheritance
of the instrument nor sought to use it 'against' its own nature. 105
Sequenza VIII, the work chosen for this study, is generally recognised as being an
extremely challenging work for the violinist. Commissioned by Serena de Bellis in 1976,
Sequenza VIII is dedicated to Carlo Chiarappa 106 who premiered the work in La Rochelle,
France on 1 January 1977. 107
102 Luciano Berio, liner notes. Sequenzas, trans. David Osmond-Smith (Hamburg: Deutsche Grammophon
GmbH, 457 0402, 1998),8-9.
103 Ibid.
104 David Osmond-Smith, "Luciano Berio," in The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic andMustctans, 2001 ed.,
354.
105 Luciano Berio, liner notes. Sequenzas, trans. David Osmond-Smith (Hamburg: Deutsche Grammophon
GmbH, 457 0402, 1998), 9-10. Original texts see Appendix M.
106 Carlo Chiarappa was born in Rome into a family with a musical background. He is a violinist and
conductor. Since 1990, he was professor at the Conservatory ofMusic of Lugano (Switzerland).
107 Universal Edition Music Publisher, Luciano Berio: Work Info, (2005) [Internet on-line]; available from
<http://www.universaledition.com/truman/en_templates/paste.php3?template=werlinfo&spr=en&werk=46
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Sequenza VIIshowsBerio'scompositionalinfluences from twoearliersignificant
composers:J.S. Bach(1685-1750)and Niccolo Paganini(1782-1840)and specificworks
oftheirs, inparticularBach'sChaconne.i'"
Bach'sChaconneis based on a fixedsuccessionofharmonies.SequenzaVIIIusesa
similarstructure toChaconne,but it is diferent in that itcannotbeharmonicalyanalysed.
Thedifferencein theworks'designisimmediatelyapparenton avisuallevel. (See
Figures3.1.1 and 3.1.2.)
Figure3.1.1 ExcerptfromChaconne,bars 1- 4, p. 5 byJ.S. Bach
Figure3.1.2 ExcerptsfromSequenzaVIIperVioltno Solo,systems75 - 76, p. 9 by LucianoBerio
1.P. sclolto
/' --.." ~ 5 P. ~o13 2 1243 +3 III
ace. maxJ=72 • 1.P.~~ ~~~~~~
~ 243;4232134
I
v:> .,c-.
Sequenza VIIis writen by acombinationofconventionalandnon-conventionalnotation
(or caled graphic notation). (See Figure 3.1.2.) Thenotationisguidancerather than
giving exact directionsthroughconventionalsymbols. Forexample,in Figure 3.1.2, the
first sixteen notes arewriteninconventionalway folowed by the fingerings. However, in
08&k..>[17August2005].
108J.S. Bach,PartitaI for Solo ViolinBWV1004. A source is fromCharlesBurkhart,ed.,Anthologyfor
MusicalAnalysts,3rd ed.(NewYork: Holt,Rinehartand Winston, 1979).Chaconneis the finalmovement
ofthis partita.
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b B . . I'di hr 109fi . no d . ()Ilsusequentsequences, enosimp y in cates p ases, mgenngs an stnngs
without writingexact notes.112(See Figure 3.1.2.) The music isindeterminate,which
requirestheviolinisttoimprovisewithinaproscribedstructure, and toincorporatemelodic
andrhythmicideas as set out by Berio,althoughnot writen out in aconventionalway.
Thenotationofachord-likeclusterinSequenza VIIisdifferentfromthatusedbyother
moreconventionalcomposers;howeverthemannerofplaying thechord-likecluster
remainsunchanged.The efect is anextensionofdelayedresonance.(SeeChapterTwo.)
Berio notonlynotates thesechord-likeclusterspreciselybutalsospecifieswhichdifferent
notesshouldbeplayedwith accents. (See Figure 3.1.3.)
Figure 3.1.3 Opening ofSequenzaVIIperViolina Solo,system 1, p. 1 byLucianoBerio
r"l V r"l V r"lJ I 41t f!l oJ;A0>-II 1 0 4 0>- >- ::>- 0JfIV
J:54
Sempre senza0powuibruto,moltointense e alia corda
r"l V r"l V@J J J J
In the endofFigure 3.1.3, the firstchord-likeclusteris based on the notea',whichis
playedoneachofthe G, D and A strings. The a' note, played on the GandDstrings,
shouldalmostfil acrotchet'sduration, while the a1on the A string isplayedalmostlike a
grace note asshownby thedemisemiquaverindicationthatcompletesthechord'snotation.
Throughouttheentirepiecealchord-likeclusters are to beplayedin thismanner. (See
Figure3.1.3.)In addition, At theopeningofSequenza VII,asshowninFigure3.1.3,
Berio uses thecrotchet(.I=54) as the basicrhythmicindication,andSempre senza apoco
~
1101432-2134-0132-1243."0"refers to play on the open string as indicated.
II"I"refers to the E string, "I" is the A string,"III"is the D strmg,"IV"is the G string.
112See Figure 3.1.9 for the further discussion.
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vibrato, molto intenso e alla corda l 13 is the specific instruction for music execution. (See
Figure 3.1.3.)
The crotchet, a basic rhythmic indication in Sequenza VIII (see Figure 3.1.3), is also used
to distinguish the duration of grouped notes, the duration of different metronomic value
and tempo variations, for example, Figures 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 (i) and (ii). (See Figures 3.1.4.
and 3.1.5 (i) and (ii).)
Figure 3.1.4 Crotchet in Sequenza VIII per Violina Solo, system 8, p. 1 by Luciano Berio
In Sequenza VIII, the crotchet "[J ]"is used to indicate the duration of grouped notes. (See
Figure 3.1.4.) In Figure 3.1.4, the first [J] is placed above the quaver note bq I. It has to be
played as written, with the following group of demisemiquavers to last the duration of a
quaver so that the whole sequence equals one crotchet. The second [J] is used to indicate
that the demisemiquaver pattern should be played as written, with the performer then
repeating the last two notes ";::::" until a sequence is equal to a crotchet. (See Figure 3.1.4.)
In order to develop the intensity of the music, the crotchet is also used to specify the
metronomic change and tempo variations. (See Figures 3.1.5 (i) and (ii).)
113 Always without vibrato or with a little vibrato, very intense, and on the string.
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Figure3.1.5 TempovariationinSequenzaVIIperViolino SolobyLucianoBerio
(i)systems22 - 23,p.3
J=54
_
:Jl , ~==..~
3pp f ifp ~
(i)systems33 - 34,p.5
J=104 V pont _
~ ~
pp
accel ~ max ~ 144
In Figure 3.1.5 (i), themetronomicchange is accelerated fromj=54 toj=72 and even
faster,j=104, alwithinthe spanofthe crotchet. (See Figure 3.1.5 (i).)Figure3.1.5 (i)
shows the tempovariationispreciselyindicated by Berio by the useofaccel.
(accelerando)witharightwardarow symbol(--+).(SeeFigure3.1.5 (i).) InFigure3.1.5
(i), system 34, the music begins with three groupsofsemiquaverswithintheaccel.;Berio
then alows a freergroupingwithinthemax.,indicating anincreasein speed themaximum
possiblebefore thepause(,). (See Figure 3.1.5 (i).)
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Berio numbers specificsequences,indicates durations and in some directions, but having
started the series socategoricaly,he then leaves it to theperformertodeterminehow the
passageultimatelydevelops. (See Figures 3.1.6 (i) and (i).)
Figure3.1.6 Indeterminacynotationandperformer'simprovisationinSequenzaVIJIperViolino Solo
byLucianoBerio
(i)systems49 - 54, p. 7
~ ~
CDsempre slacc e1'1'
~ ~osernpre stace ePjJ
~osempre.Iacce1'1' CD®®®®®®®®®@G)~~ ~
~®sempre stacc epp
~®sempre:,luccepp
~®sempreMace e1'1'
(i)systems56 - 57, p. 7
20"n n n n
~ ~ ~ #1 :i.f .f .f .f
15"I n n V~ ~ n~ ;ajJ' jJ' .f
In Figure 3.1.6 (i), the symbol";::"on the music means theperformermayplayany
sequence to fil in the restofsixty seconds indicated above.Eachsequenceis numbered,
and somedirectionsare given as towhichorder in which thesequencesshould be played,
for instance, aswriten1-2-3-4-5-6-2-5-3-2-4-1.Each numberedsequenceshould be
repeated, alwaysstaccatoandpp.Also, these numbered sequences may be reversed or
inverted, but are only to beplayedon the A string. (See Figure 3.1.6 (i).)
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Figure 3.1.6 (ii) shows the first sequence should last for twenty seconds and the second
sequence for fifteen seconds. A number of chords are spaced throughout (see Figure 3.1.6
(ii)), between which the performer is required to play one sequence from any of the
systems (see Figure 3.1.6 (i)), the choice ofwhich is made by the performer.
Figure 3.1.7
7.P.
Fingering, finger positions and various sequences in Sequenza VlIi per Violtno Solo,
system 69, p. 9 by Luciano Berio
In Figure 3.1.7, Berio indicates a sequence of fingerings: "1-4-2-3-2-1-3-4-0-1-3-2-1-2-4-
3" which should be played on different strings and in different finger positions.114 Berio
uses Roman Numerals to indicate which string to use, and an arabic numeral followed by
the letter "P." to show the finger position. Also, Berio uses what is generally accepted to
be a phrase marking or slur ",.---...." to mean the pattern should be played legato, and "+6"
to specify that an indicated pattern has to be repeated six times. (See Figure 3.1.7.)
The range of dynamic change is very broad in Sequezna VIII with changes from pp to.fff
frequently occur within many sequences, for instance, Figure 3.1.8. (See Figure 3.1.8.)
Figure 3.1.8 Dynamic changes in Sequenza VIII per Vtoltno Solo, system 11, p. 2 by Luciano Berio
114 The violinist should memorise finger shifts between progressive specified finger positions as part of an
exercise routine as shown in Figures 3.1.2 and 3.1.7. Appendix K, the finger position diagram, will assist
the exercise routine. (See Appendix K.)
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Figure 3.1.8 shows how each pattern is based on an unbroken stream of demisemiquaver,
semiquaver and quaver notes with dynamics ranging from piano to fortississimo. As
shown in the first pattern in Figure 3.1.8, two attached double-stop-like demisemiquaver
notes b2, Berio marksjffand accented sign (» above the upward stem of the
demisemiquaver and indicates p below the downward stem of the demisemiquaver. The
performer should apply hyper-pressure and hypo-pressure combination bowing techniques
(see Chapter Two) to execute this specified dynamic requirement. (See Figure 3.1.8.)
Sound variations such as tremolo, sui tasto, and sui ponticello have become commonly
used in twentieth-century music. (See Chapter Two.) The idea of combining these
techniques in a very rapid alternation at "the point of contact"l15 is highly challenging to
the performer, requiring extremely precise right hand control. These three techniques rely
on the player's ability to analyse technical bowing requirements, to become aware of
kinetic feedback and to maintain balance between weight and pressure to produce the
desired sound. An effective way to practise combining these elements is to play the phrase
with an awareness of the weight of the bow and the direction of the bow movement
between the bridge and the fingerboard. The violinist should free the wrist of the bow
hand, and let the bow travel up or down on the string using an appropriate bow speed. In
Sequenza VIII, Berio uses a number of sui ponticello (ponticello) and sui tasto (tasto)
bowing markings'I'' to "ease the tension of the music and to contrast the colour of the
timbre",1l7 for instance, Figure 3.1.9. (See Figure 3.1.9.)
115 The point of contact ranges between near or on the bridge to far over the fingerboard.
116 See Chapter Two.
117 Peter Tanfield, note to the author, 2005-2006.
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Figure 3.1.9 Sound variations in Sequenza VJJfper Violino Solo, system 48, p. 7 by Luciano Berio
PI' 3 IIIp 3
In figure 3.1.9, Berio uses "-"to indicate the length ofponticello and tasto sequence and
the "---, " shows where the sequence should be completed. He also uses a comma symbol
"," to indicate a short pause, allowing the performer to draw attention to the change
betweenponticello and tasto. The performer can create very smooth connections at each
change of bow from suI ponticello (upon/on the bridge) to suI tasto (over the fingerboard).
The left hand fingers must be free to move smoothly on the fingerboard without too much
pressure. The coordination between the bow movement and the left hand fingerings will
assist the performer to create a sound specific to each sound variation. (See Figure 3.1.9.)
Sequenza VIII provides a great opportunity for the performer to develop his/her playing
ability. It is a well-organised and carefully constructed composition, consisting of specific
features as discussed above. Practising each sequence within such a framework enables
understanding of complex musical thought and tension, achieving solutions to technical
problems, and building performance confidence.
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3.2 Robert Davidson (b.1965), Arch Canon for Three Violins (1992)
Robert Davidson is a contemporary Australian composer specialising in minimalist
music.l'" In Arch Canon for Three Violins, the composer integrates several elements such
as the repetitive phases and pattern music ofminimalism with Indian folk song and the
harmony ofBaroque music to create a violin work of distinction and individuality.i'"
The title Arch is a pun alluding to both the Italian word for string instruments
(archi) and the arch form of the work...Arch is constructed in sixteen-beat modules
which are ordered with the intention of achieving a balance between repetition and
variation, familiarity and surprise. When the centre of the piece is reached
(signalled by fast repeated notes), the modules begin to run in reverse order until
the opening is again heard. Arch was composed shortly after a lengthy period of
. dv i S h Indi 120music stu y III out n lao
Davidson believes "this culture, at least to his ears, possesses greater subtlety of rhythm
and melody than Western traditional music, but reaffirming to himself, the value of one of
his own tradition's greatest attributes, which is little developed in India - counterpoint.
Davidson said: "the harmonic and textural aspects of the work are maintained as quite
static, allowing for a focus on shifting and interweaving contrapuntal lines.v"
In a footnote to the score Davidson notes that the work "may be performed as a solo piece
with recorded second and third parts.,,122 Two versions ofArch Canonfor Three Violins
performances had been given in 1993. The first solo performance ofArch Canon for Three
Violins was given in St. Mary's Catholic Church, South Brisbane by Christa Powell, who
lIS Terry Riley, Links to other pages about Terry Riley, (1998) [Internet on-line]; available from
<http://www.terryriley.com/hnks.htm> [2 March 2004].
119 Robert Davidson, "Arch," email to the author, 2 March 2006.
120 Robert Davidson, liner notes, Viola Power, perf. Partricia Pollett (Tall Poppies, TP 098,00297, n.d.).
121 Robert Davidson, "Arch," email to the author, 2 March 2006.
122 Robert Davidson, Arch Canon for Three Violins (Robert Davidson, 1992). Second and third parts represent
violin II and violin III.
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is a violinist with the Topology ensemble. 123 The premiere of the three-violin version was
given by Warwick Adeney, Juliette Middleton and Roland Adeney. 124
The following discussion focuses on two aspects: technological demands and musical
challenges that will face by the solo performer (as the violin I) when playing this work.
Technological demands
Making a recording of the Violin II and III parts is an important step when preparing a solo
performance of this piece. As the composer suggested to the author, "the best way is to
play with the recording whether practising or performing.,,125 The main reason is that the
feeling ofperforming with a recording is different from that ofplaying with two other
people. When playing live with two other musicians all the players can hear and adapt
their playing to each other. When playing with a recording, the sound will be directed
towards the audience so the performer may not be able to hear the other parts easily, so
he/she has to be extremely familiar and comfortable with the recorded parts (violin II and
violin III).
Arch Canon for Three Violins has to be played precisely and accurately in time throughout
the performance. 126 Davidson suggests that the performer use a click track. 127 In this piece
he employs a variety of changeable rhythmic patterns. The function of the click track is to
ensure that the performer maintains a steady tempo in live performance.
123Davidson established Topology in 1996, a contemporary string quintet. Davidson himself fills the role of
double-bass. Topology has performed a number ofmusic compositions including Davidson's works and
world premiers.
124 Robert Davidson, email to the author, 28 February 2005.
125 Robert Davidson, "Arch," note to the author, 19April 2005.
126 Robert Davidson, "About Arch," email to the author, 28 February 2006.
127A click track is the metronomic pulse produced as output from an electronic keyboard, when using one in
live performance it becomes the input to the performer's headphone.
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There are two ways for the soloist to perform this piece. The first is to play with a
recording; the second is to play with a delay unit. 128 Making a sound track involves:
recording the violin II and violin III parts on to two tracks, mixing the two tracks in stereo
so that one is projected from the left and one from the right, and burning these tracks on to
an audio CD. This is a perfect tool for practice, even better if violin II and violin III are
recorded with the click track. During a live performance the violinist will play
accompanied by the audio CD.
The solo performance ofArch Canon for Three Violins using a delay unit requires an
intricate setup which must be planned, the performance area blocked and marked in
advance. Different setups may be used; the two illustrated in this paper differ in the
equipment needed. When using a delay unit the soloist will be positioned in the middle of
the available stage space. The delay unit should be set to two repetitions. The use of a
delay unit requires standard recording studio facilities and the assistance of a sound
engineer. 129 Figure 3.2.1 demonstrates the technological process of the recording in the
live performance by using MAX. 130 (See Figure 3.2.1.)
Figure 3.2.1 MAX configuration designed by Kelly Ottaway. Figure provided by Kelly Ottaway,
University ofTasmania, Conservatorium ofMusic
128 Robert Davidson, "About Arch," email to the author, 28 February 2006.
129 If the performance arena does not have the required studio equipment, the performer could play with a
recording using a pedal to switch on the soundtrack
130 Max was created by Miller Puckette. It is graphic MIDI signal-processing software and is named after
Max Mathews.
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Figure 3.2.2
Foot
Pedal
The stage set-up has been used on 2 December 2004 for a live performance. The stage set-
up was organised by Kelly Ottaway. Figure provided by Kelly Ottaway, Conservatorium
of Music, University of Tasmania'I'
MIDI In
,.---.., USB r------. USB ,.------,
Keyboard/acted
as a tngger
MIDI
MIDI Out
Violin
Computer
DI
Violm II
MBOX
Violm III
Violin III
MIXER
VIOlIn II
MBOX
Powered-speaker
FOH
Powered-speaker
Figure3.2.2 is the simpler stage setup example. The pickup should be attached to the violin
and to the pre-amplifier before the performer carries the instrument onto the stage. The
performer should be wearing an electronic metronome audible via headphone(s). (See
Figure 3.2.2.)
The performer begins when ready, and after four bars, presses a pedal to trigger the
keyboard. This sends a MIDI signal to the MIDI interface, and then to the program
MAXIMSP on the computer which activates the recording of the second violin part. The
pre-recorded third violin automatically comes in four bars later. The timing of the two
recorded violins can be achieved with Pro-tools, as they are on separate tracks, and can be
timed to start at the appropriate place.
131 DI is an abbreviation ofDirect Input.
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The plug from the pre-amplifier leads directly to the Direct Input (DI) which in tum is
plugged into the mixer's channel one. The two recorded violin II and violin III parts come
from the computer through the MBOX, then to the mixer and input into channels two and
three. All three channels, which consist of the live violin part and the recorded violin parts
two and three, are sent through the main output which goes to two powered-speakers
(Mackey srm450) which are directed towards the audience. (See Figure 3.2.2)
The more advanced setup is shown in Figure 3.2.3. Wearing headphones the performer
walks onstage and plugs the electric violin into the phono plug, before signalling readiness
to begin to the sound engineer who is sitting in front of the audience. The sound engineer
immediately activates Pro-tools which begins playing the pre-recorded tracks. The click
track is the first to begin, which only the performer can hear through the headphones. The
click track has a two bar lead-in before the performer begins. After four bars ofplaying,
the violin II comes in, and after another four bars the violin III. (See Figure 3.2.3.)
Figure 3.2.3 The stage set-up has been used on 6 May 2005 live performance. It was organised and
designed by Greg Cracknell and Kelly Ottaway. Figure provided by Greg Cracknell,
Audio Engineer'F and Kelly Ottaway, Conservatorium ofMusic, University ofTasmania
Morntor
Viohn II
FIre WIre
Computer DIG! 002 Fold back.. ~
AUXSEND Fold back
Violm II Violm III Powered-speaker
~I Violm IIIViolin DI MIXER
r+ ~ FOH
~
132 ICEPICK STUDIOS, operated by Greg Cracknell, an audio engineer in Hobart, Australia.
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In Figure 3.2.3, the computer, which has the click track and the two recorded violin II and
violin III parts first runs through DIGI 002133 out ofwhich the headphones receive the
click-track. The signal paths carrying the two recorded violin II and violin III parts
continue on to the mixer and input into channels two and three consecutively. All three
channels, which consist ofthe live violin part and the two recorded violin parts two and
three, are sent via an AUX send to a fold-back powered-speaker (Mackey srm450), as well
as through the main output which goes to two powered-speakers directed at the audience.
(See Figure 3.2.3.)
Musical challenges
Arch Canon for Three Violins is a very harmonious piece, which requires accurate
intonation. The harmony ofArch is based on the D minor scale. Perfect fifth, major third
and minor third are major intervals used in the whole piece. If any note is slightly out of
tune, particularly playing in higher notes, it will be immediately noticeable when playing
with a recording.
"Arch is a gradually evolving canon that goes back on itself' as it is titled. 134 The title
consists of two meanings: 1) the shape of an "arch" (fl) and 2) the procedure ofthe
"canon".135 The word "arch" illustrates the music process is designed by the shape of an
arch-like curve. Davidson's Arch Canon/or Three Violins is a type of compositional
133 DIGI 002 accompanied by Pro Tools LE is a fire wire-based music production system. The basic usage of
DIGI 002 is to act as a digital to analogue / analogue to digital (AD/DA) converter and doubles as a mixer.
134 Robert Davidson, email to the author, 19April 2005.
135 In the late twentieth century, when minimalism contrasted with serialism, suggests that the resurgence of
canon was a complete natural development, a reassertion of the most basic elements ofmusic: melody and
repetition. A source from Grove Music Online. "Canon (i), 6.after 1900," Grove Music Online, ed. L.
Macy (2006) [Database on-line]; available from
<http://www.grovemusic.com/shared/views/article.html?section=music.04741.6#music.04741.6> [25
December 2006].
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procedure for exploring melodic and harmonic space without relying on functional
harmony as a guide. 136 This work also creates its own harmonic functionality, resulting
directly from melodic and contrapuntal considerations while performing the music. 137
Therefore, Arch Canon for Three Violins can be divided into seven practice sections. (See
Table 3.2.1.) Each section is developed and varied by main motifs, and formed by exact
repetitions, retrograded repetitions, segment repetitions or rhythmical variations. (See
Table 3.2.1.)
Table 3.2.1 Table showing the practice sections, the procedure of the "arch" shape and the "canon".
The arrow shows the musical procedure of the "arch", which also indicates the process of
practice sections followed by the bar numbers.
Section Bars Arch Canon for Three Violins Section Canon/bars
(repetitions and (exact /retrograded
variations) repetitions)
VII-+ -+ 173-184 (The plateau) -+ -+ VII
i 1
i 145-156 (157-164) 1 193-204 (145-156)...
V - ... V
i 121-132 1 205-212
IV (133-144) '" IV (retrograded 133-140)
i 117-120 (101-104)
III 101-108 (109-116) 1 213-224 (109-120)
III
i 97-100 1 225-228 (97-100)
II 93-96 II
85-92 (75-72)
81-84 (variation) 229-232 (81-84)
65-72 (73-80) 233-248 (retrograded 57-72)
53-64 ,
i 45-52 (variation) 1 249-264
I 25-36 (37-44) I (retrograded 17-32)
1-12 (13-24) The
The end
265-270 (1-4, the coda)
begmnmg
136 Ibid.
137 Ibid.
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Before discussing individual sections (see Table 3.2.1), the following is a useful instruction
provided by the composer: 138
1. Stress dynamics is the biggest contrast. The performer should bring out
different parts from the overall texture. Bow movement should be quite light to
enable clear, strong accents and clear articulation.
2. An effective approach to take with Arch is to imagine one is playing Baroque
music with an "authentic performance" attitude - light bowing, transparent
sound, vibrato used sparingly and as a colour/ornamental device, insistent
articulation, a glowing growth of sound with each sustained note, coming away
in dynamics for resolutions, emphasis on accented dissonances and many other
teclmiques of the Baroque violinist.
3. There must be a lot of attention given to achieving just intonation in the triads,
thirds and other intervals to ensure the sound has a glowing quality. Dynamics
should not be pushed too hard to ensure a generally transparent quality and
room for accents, which should generally be clear and dramatic.
4. The sustained bowing style appropriate to Brahms should be very much
avoided, and one should hear the difference between up and down bow as one
would in listening to a Bach cello suite as played in 18th century style.
5. Repetitions should not be absolutely strict - small variations in colour and
articulation are desirable.
6. Rhythmic flow should generally be strictly timed to allow the rhythmic
counterpoint to emerge clearly. 139
The composer uses conventional notation and indicates a fast, energetic tempo j = 176 in
4/4 (see Figure 3.2.4). The composer explains that the reason for this fast tempo is that he
wants the music to be very energetic, rhythmic, metric and articulated. 140 The composer
also indicates the opening articulation as "marcato",141 meaning that each note should be
clearly marked and defined. Figure 3.2.4 also presents the main melodic and rhythmic
motifs (bars 1 to 12) from which the piece is constructed, for example, significant rhythm
and metre variations in Arch Canon for Three Violins. Bars 13 to 24 repeat the exact idea
of opening themes. (See Figure 3.2.4.)
138 Robert Davidson, "Arch," email to the author, 2 March 2006.
139 Ibid.
140 Ibid.
141 Marcato (It.), which means with distinctness and emphasis.
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Figure 3.2.4 Section I, the opening themes inArch CanonforThree Violins,bars 1 - 12, p. 1 by
RobertDavidson
fJ:lj=176~ ~~ ~ . . ..  
fmarcato
esp
VtIt&nurVI
Figure 3.2.5 SectionI, the contrasting melodic lines inArchCanonforThree Violins,bars 25 - 36, p. 1
byRobertDavidson
.'
33 ~
~ prC'
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In Figure 3.2.5,bars25 to 28, the first four barsofthe openingmaterialareusedagain, this
timehoweverwithoutthe lower notesofthedouble stops.Bars 29 to 36retainthe same
rhythm as thepreviousfour bars (25 to 28). Thecomposerreprocessesthemelodyfrom
bars 9 to 12withindifferentphrasing andarticulation.(See Figures 3.2.4 and3.2.5.)
Figure 3.2.6 SectionI, the syncopated rhythmiccombinationsinArch CanonforThree Violins,bars 53
- 64, p. 1 by Robert Davidson
57 .---.. ,---' ~ • ~ ~ ~ ~~ _
~ DurifJrF" pIr~ rIrVU F~ I
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Figure 3.2.7 Section I, the rhythmic syncopation and impulse inArch CanonforThree Violins,bars 97
-lOO,p. 2 by Robert Davidson
97~ 7 j'
-===
InFigure3.2.6,SectionI,rhythmicsyncopationanddemi-tripletpaternareemphasised
by theslurringandbowmarkingstodevelopcontrastingmelodiclines. InSectionI,the
.I" h Id I bi ti f 142 d 1-143bowi I'VIOinistsou app y acommaIOn0 staccato anmarte e . ngteeuuquesto
bringoncontrastinthemusic. Staccatobowingtechniqueisusedin itsgenericsense.
(SeeFigure3.2.6.)InSectionI, asshowninFigure3.2.7, thecomposeralsouses
rhythmicvariations,forexample,rests,tripletsemiquaversanddemisemiquaverpaternsto
developthetensionofthemusic. (SeeFigure3.2.7.)
Figure3.2.8 Section II, thespiccatobowing technique inArch CanonforThreeVIOlins,bars 101 -
120, p. 3 by Robert Davidson
101
P sub, sptcato
~~
109 tlJat;
113
~~
117
142Staccato(It.), anon-legatomarteletypeofshortbow-strokeplayed with a stop, the efect is to shorten the
writen note value with an unwriten rest. Joel Berman,BarbaraG. Jackson andKennethSarch,
"Staccato,"inDIctionaryofBowingandPizzicatoTerms,4th ed. (Bloomington:AmericanString Teachers
Association,1999),47-49.
143Martelelmarteler(Fr.),martelandolmartelatoIMartelo(It.),gehammert(Gr.),Hammered(E.). Ibid.,
"Martele,"31-33.Marteleis a type of accentuatedstaccatobowing.
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Figure 3.2.8,SectionII, the music shows how contrast isestablishedby ostinatorhythmic
double stoppaternsanddistinctbowing technique.Davidsonindicatesp sub.spicato
[sic]144dynamicmarkingsbelowdouble stopnotes. Thespiccatobowingtechniquehas to
be executedpreciselyand evenly. In Figure 3.2.8, the three violins align when theviolinI
begins bar 109, theviolinI begins 105 and the violin IIbegins101. For these twelve bars
the canon wil have two violins (violin I and violin II)playingidentical material, and al
parts playing aligned quavers. (See Figure 3.2.8.)
Figure 3.2.9
121
~ r
Section IV, thelegato moltoandsenza vibratoandpocovibratoinArchCanon for Three
Violins,bars 121 - 140, p. 3 by RobertDavidson
t
p legato malta. senza vtb
/?'i
~ I -J tlkF}-d-SAW :J I'" Ip4 ) J?OJ • -- - I--
129
~ pr -- -- rrr rIprFrJpm- IT Ir
mppocovtb,esp
133
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Figure 3.2.9,SectionIV, the composer utilises minims,crotchetsand slurs in contrast the
music with thepreviousSectionII (see Figure 3.2.8). Theperformermay feel the tempo
has become slower, but each bar should stil be divided into eight quavers to keep the
rhythmic pulse precise. The composer introducesconventionallegatomolto,145senza
vibratoandpocovibrato,espressivo(with expression) as meansofcreating tonalcontrast
144sub.issubito. Spiccato(It.)here refers to moderate speedofdown- and up-bouncingbow strokes. Joel
Berman,BarbaraG.Jacksonand Kenneth Sarch,"Spiccato,"inDictionaryofBowing and Pizzicato Terms,
4th ed.(Bloomington:AmericanString TeachersAssociation,1999), 46-47.
145Thecomposerwants thesoundis featured byBaroque-likeplayingtechnique,verylegato.
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thetonecolour.Betweenbars 129 to 132, thecomposernotespocovibrato,to
distinguishedsenzavibratoandvibratoplayingtechniques.(SeeChapterTwo.)The
timbrerequirementoftheSectionIV, asshowninFigure3.2.9,has to bepure,cleanand
delicate.(SeeFigure3.2.9.)
Figure 3.2.1 0 Section V, the highest fingering, finger position and wide fingermovementinArch Canon
forThreeViolins,bars 145 - 156, p. 3 by Robert Davidson
Figure3.2.10,SectionV, is themostcomplicatedsectioninArchCanonforThree Violins.
ThechalengeoftheSectionV is therhythm,compoundingthecomplexityofthe
fingerings.Thebestconsistencyoftonecolourmaybeachievedbyplayingasmuchas
possibleon the E string. The c4,in bar 152 is thehighestnotein thepiece.Amongal
highnotesin thissection,theintonationisparticularlycritical forhighpitchessuch asf3,
g3and a3.(SeeFigure3.2.10.)
FIgure 3.2.11 Section VI, the plateau section inArchCanon for Three Violins,bars 169 - 180, p. 4 by
RobertDavidson
169
~ JFJ19 tJJIfJftIJrt I•
marcato
173
~ ~
con brio
legato, esp
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As shown in Figure 3.2.11, Arch Canon for Three Violins approaches the most energetic
movement. Between bars 169 and 172, Section VI, Davidson indicates marcato again,
where he indicates at the beginning of the piece. The notes marked with a short line may
be played detache, which means "pressure is applied after a horizontal motion begins and
peak volume is reached shortly after a soft initial attack". 146 As indicated in the score, the
detache bowing helps to provide an expressive projection ofmusically important notes. 147
The note marked with a dot can be played with a spiccato stroke, requiring a moderate
speed bouncing stroke. 148 (See Figure 3.2.10.) The plateau, Section VII, bars 173 to 176;
the performer may apply two types of bow strokes, sautille or rapid detache to execute the
rhythmic change between semiquavers and triplets. Sautille is a rapid and alternating
down- and up-bow bouncing stroke. 149 The difference between sautille and rapid detache
is that sautille should be played with the bow bouncing or springing on and off the string
and rapid detache should be played with the bow continuously in contact with the string.
The composer's advice regarding the sound he wants in this passage is a combination of
sautille with rapid detache where the bow does not quite leave the string. (See Figure
3.2.11.) After completed this energetic Section VII (bars 173 to 184)150, the music starts to
retrograde prior sections. (See Table 3.2.1.)
The coda, from bar 265 to the end, repeats the exact idea of opening melodies (bars 1 to 4).
(See Figures 3.2.4 and 3.2.12.)
146Detache (Fr.). Joel Berman, Barbara G. Jackson and Kenneth Sarch, "Detache," in Dictionary ofBowing
and Pizzicato Terms, 4th ed. (Bloomington: American String Teachers Association, 1999), 18-19.
147 Ibid.
148 Ibid., "Spiccato," 46. Spiccato (It.) here refers to slow speed of down- and up- bouncing bow strokes.
149 Ibid., 43.
150 Bars 181 to 184 repeat exactly the idea of bars 173 to 176.
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Figure 3.2.12 The coda inArchCanon for Three Violins,bars 265 - 268, p. 6 byRobertDavidson
261
~ tJ'BJ)IJj F'
IRepeat ~ ImelIntlial threeparis areIn ~ thenproc.eed10thefinalmelo.£'efherl
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Betweenbars265 and268,thecomposerindicatesthat theviolinI has torepeattwice.
TheviolinIwiljointheviolinI four bars later, and theviolinIIIbeginsafteranotherfour
bars. Althreeviolinpartsare inunison,withthecanonendingand thethreeviolins
playingthefinallinetogether.(SeeFigure3.2.12.)
ArchCanonforThree Violinsis aninterestingpiecethatprovidestheperformerwithan
opportunitytoexperimentwithself-accompanimentandenablestheaudienceto
experienceexperimentalsoundproductionthroughtheinterweavingofbothliveand
recordedsounds.
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3.3 Damien Ricketson (b.1973), Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and
Delay (1994)
Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay was written in April, 1994, while the
composer took part in the Youth Music Australia course "New Music Now" in Hobart.
Prakour is dedicated to Naomi Radom (a friend of the composer), who gave the premiere
performance in Hobart. lSI During the "New Music Now" course performers and
composers were put together in an environment where they had to work fairly quickly and
collaboratively with one another. In response to my questions about Prakour, the
composer reminisced about the time when he and Naomi Radom had to improvise on top
ofMt. Wellington and in the Salamanca market. 152
"Prakour" was derived from a South Australian aboriginal word (Prakkin), meaning to rise.
The title refers to the constant rise or increase in dramatic tension throughout the work. 153
Put simply, Prakour is a continuous build-up to one big climax. Despite a few meandering
turns, the work begins almost inaudibly and ends with a bang, literally, when the performer
is instructed to kick a rubbish bin. 154 On the front page ofPrakour, the composer states
that the music was "originally written as a collaborative improvisation between myself
[Ricketson] and Naomi Radom under the title Ramp.,,155 "Ramp" or "Rampaullun" is also
a South Australian aboriginal word, meaning to persuade someone to go with the
speaker. 156
151 Damien Ricketson, "Re: Prakour," email to the author, 31 August 2005.
152 Damien Ricketson, "Re: Prakour," email to the author, 31 August 2005.
153A. W.Reed, comp., Aboriginal Words and Place Names (Adelaide: A H & A W Reed Pty. Ltd., 1981), 124.
154 Damien Ricketson, "Re: Prakour," email to the author, 31 August 2005.
155 "Title page" in Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay (Damien Ricketson © September, 1994).
156A. W. Reed, comp., Aboriginal Words and Place Names (Adelaide: AH & A W Reed Pty. Ltd., 1981), 126.
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Prakourisofinterestbecause it presentstechnologicalchalenges to theperformerand
providestheaudiencewith the opportunity to hear amplified solo violin and to see an
unusualliveperformance.The staging,includinglighting and props, iscarefulycharted
by the composer. Every elementofperformance,including thetechnicalrequirements,the
optionalvisualelement, staging instructions (a large floor score for theperformershould
also beincluded),mixingdirections,performancedirections, and the actualnotationofthe
music is clearlyspecifiedon the soundprojectionist'sscore.157
Ricketsonincludesthebelowdiagram to show the layoutofthe stage. (SeeFigure3.3.1.)
Figure3.3.1 Staging inPrakourfor SoloAmplifiedVIOlinand DelaybyDamienRicketson
Staging:
~~ I
For theoptionalvisualelementa light screen or curtain; and a spotlight or slideprojectoris
recommended.P"With regard to staging the performance, the composer explains:
157DamienRicketson,Prakourfor SoloAmplifiedViolinandDelay.
158DamienRicketson,"OptionalVisual Element" inPrakourfor SoloAmplifiedViolinandDelay.
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The performer should not be directly visible to the audience only his or her
silhouette. This image should at least be three times their actual size. In the last
two lines the performer should gradually move backwards towards the bin and
light. This has the added visual effect of the performers [sic] silhouette growing
larger on the screen.159
For mixing directions the composer writes:
It is preferred that a second person be used to control the sound projection, as
adjustments to the overall balance as well as quadraphonic panning is required.
The violin and the bin-mic [sic] should be sent to all four outputs.
The effect returns, left should be sent to 1 & 3 and the right to 2 & 4.
1- FL: fade up front left speaker (channell)
2 - FR: fade up front right speaker (channel 2)
3 - BL: fade up back left speaker (channel 3)
4 - BR: fade up back right speaker (channel 4)160
(If only a stereo performance is possible 3 - BL becomes 1 - FL and 4 - BR
becomes 2 - FR)161
In order to present the work successfully, the performer will need the following:
• One pickup to be placed on the violin's bridge,
• One delay unit, having the facility for a bypass pedal162 (i.e. effect on or off). The
type of delay preferred would be a stereo echo, left channel set to approximately
640.0ms, and right channel 740.0 ms, both channels should have a decay rate of
65%,
• One mixer-control board, preferably with the ability to send incoming signals to
any of four outputs (quadraphonic version),
• Two power amplifiers (quad version), one power amp (stereo version),
• Four speakers, to be placed in the four comers on the performance venue. (quad
version) two speakers, right and left of performer (Stereo version),
• One small metal garbage bin, continuing a range of objects such as metal piping,
hinges, nails, glass, etc. (i.e. a range ofharsh 'industrial' sounding objects, these
should vary in size and weight),
• One microphone, to be placed close to the bin, and the kicking direction.l't'
159Damien Ricketson, "Staging" in Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay by Damien Ricketson.
160 A fade is created by a "fader" through attenuation, which is used to fade in/out an input source. This is
achieved by reducing/increasing the amplitude of an electrical signal.
161 Damien Ricketson, "Staging," in Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay by Damien Ricketson.
162 A pedal is a lever activated by the one's foot.
163 Damien Ricketson, "Requirements," in Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay.
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AsuccessfulperformanceofPrakourreliesasmuchon theexpertiseofthetechnicianas
on theabilityoftheviolinist.Beforeatemptingperformance,theplayermustspenda
considerableamountoftimebecomingfamiliarwithsounddistortionand lightvariation
occasionedby theactivityofthesoundengineer.Oncetheequipmentrequirementsare
met, theperformerwil needathoroughunderstandingofthegraphicnotationthat
comprisesmuchofthescore.Ofthisunderstandingthereare two key factors:firstly,the
abilitytoexecutetheintentofthegraphicnotation;and,secondly,awilingnessto
manipulateconventionalplayingtechniquestoimitateenvironmentalsounds.
Table 3.3.1 TableshowingthedivisionofPrakourinto three sections, with each sectionexploiting
variousconstructelements
Section/Bar Techniques Symbols
Section I l.Sustainingasound 1. cc.."turn the delay on andl-g 2. Hypo-pressure(X) off
3. Microtonalharmonics 2. The fingerplacementhas
4. Doublestopharmonic to beapproximated
5. Seagulglissandoandsideways equaly"rrn"
VIbratoharmonics 3. "X"no pitch
Section I l."overfingerboard"(S.T.)and 1.sfzmay be applied to on
g-bar 91 (semiquaverpatern, "bridge"(S.P.) al accents">"
M.M.8=50) 2. Spiccato
3. Doublestops
Section II 1.Hyper-pressure ~Bar 92 to the end 2. Spiccato l." " kick the
3. with'guts' rubbish bin
Prakourmaybedividedintothreesections. (Seetable3.3.1.)This wil help theperformer
tolearnand tounderstandthemusiclogicalyandsystemicaly.
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As described by the composer, many of the unusual symbols used reflect a crude
representation of the type of sound to be experienced by the audience.i'" The composer
has used graphic notation in this piece to indicate to the performer that the violin should
imitate "environmental sounds around Salamanca and Mt. Wellington, such as wind noise
and seagull cries". 165 For example, a horizontal band of vertical wavy lines has been used
to represent a wind-like sound (see Figure 3.3.2) - indicating to the performer the need to
create a noise-hand without distinct pitch, although it may still rise or fall in tessitura.i'"
The ascending and descending bands ofwavy lines between two notated harmonics
indicate to the performer that the sound should be like the cry of a seagull. (See Figure
3.3.2.)
Figure 3.3.2 Graphic notation of 'wind-like sounds' in Prakour for Solo Amplified Vtolin and Delay,
bars 1 - 5, p. 1 by Damien Ricketson
I1-J'LI 12•FRI 110FLI 12' FR I >>>
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G-Strmg only off on
on 2" 4" 4" 2" ." 5" 'V
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bBrelyBudlble beforecounting 0 -ppp===- 'PP gradualaesc tJlfooghoul until A
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Figure 3.3.2 illustrates some interesting extensions of conventional playing techniques.
The composer demands the performer to use certain left hand techniques such as
sustaining a sound and hypo-pressure. (See Chapter Two.) At the beginning, the
performer is required to place two or three left hand fingers on the G string, touching the
string gently. This movement prevents the vibration of the G string. The bowing
164 Damien Ricketson, "Re: Prakour," email to the author, 31 August 2005.
165 Ibid.
166 Tessitura (It.), texture, a term used to describe the part ofa vocal (or less often instrumental) compass in
which a piece ofmusic lies - whether high or low. A source from Grove Music Online. Owen Jander,
"Tessitura," Grove Music Online ed. L. Macy (2006) [Database on-line]; available from
<http://www.grovemusic.com/shared/views/article.html?from=search&session_search_id=5 81021766&hit
num=1&section=music.27741> [26 November 2006].
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techniqueremainsconventional.Where there is no pitch stipulated, theperformershould
focus on thecooperationbetweenthe bow and the fingermovementin order to produce the
desired timbral efect,whichin this example is to emulate"wind-like"sound. For
instance, in bar 1 (see Figure 3.3.2), thecomposer'sinstructions read"barelyaudible"and
"breath/wind-like".On page 1, bar 2, the composer notes"let delayfadebefore counting",
indicatingthe player must alow the sound to disappear naturaly before resuming the
performance.Theinstructionto"continueinsimilarvain[sic]" refers to the moodofthe
music rather than the notes. The most important message on this page is the gradual
crescendothroughout ~ Althoughit is dificult to sustain acrescendofor this long,
thetensioncreated by the cumulative efect is massive. (See Figure 3.3.2.)
Figure3.3.3 "Seagulgliss."inPrakourforSoloAmplifiedVIOlinand Delay,bars 15 - 17, p. 1 by
DamienRicketson
>>> ~ »> sec- 4-BR
~ .s, -"-8" .I. =5" 5"~ +
<-'-----'+ f =-letdefayradebefotecoul'1tJng
Thecomposerhas used acombinationofharmonicsglissandotorepresentnatural
environmentsounds (see Figure 3.3.3). Technicaly, theviolinistmustslide a left hand
finger up and down the G string. The pitchofthisharmonicglissandohas not been
indicatedon the score; however, according to thecomposer'sinstructions,the resulting
sound should be bird-like.167Two diferent typesofcontinuousharmonicshave been
used: fixed pitchartificialharmonics,andnaturalharmonicto vary the timbre for which
theviolinistsimply has to place the finger in the firstpositionon the G string. Someof
theseartificialharmonicsare hard to produce, chalenging theperformer'shearing skils
and left hand finger adjustment.
167DamienRicketson,"PerformanceDirections"inPrakourforSoloAmplifiedViolin andDelaybyDamien
Ricketson.
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Figure 3.3.4 illustrates Ricketson's use of a wavy horizontal line to indicate sideways
vibrato harmonics. 168 (See Figure 3.3.4.)
Figure 3.3.4 Sideways vibrato harmonics In Prakour for Solo Amplified VIOlin and Delay, bars 28 - 32,
p. 2 by Damien Ricketson
=--
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l-FL IE]
A sideways vibrato harmonic is a type ofmicrotonal harmonic variation achieved by
gently pulling the G string sideways to touch the D string, raising the pitch of the
harmonic. The desired effect is the imitation of any natural or artificial environmental
sound. This technique can be used with natural harmonics or artificial harmonics. A
harmonic is usually heard as pure, unchanging pitch without vibrato. The microtonal
bends available with sideways vibrato harmonics offer fresh sound possibilities.l'" The
harmonic notes with the diamond head (0) above a wavy line refer not to actual harmonics,
but to the tendency of the basic notes d' or c l to jump up to harmonic partials when playing
extreme sideways vibrato. l7 O (See Figure 3.3.4.)
Section II begins at 19 as shown in Figure 3.3.5, the music is written by the conventional
notation. In Figure 3.3.5, the composition marks sul tasto and sul ponticello (see Chapter
Two), above double stops, to contrast the tone production. The playing of the double stops
at 19 is with the open D string with the left hand fingers changing on the G string. The
168 The composer also stated in an email ofAugust 31 2005 to the author that the symbols were also chosen
from the somewhat limited palette available in an early version of the notation program Finale.
169 Patricia Strange and Allen Strange, "Harmonics," in The Contemporary Violin: ExtendedPerformance
Techniques (Berkeley: University ofCalifomi a Press, 2001), 138.
170 Damien Ricketson, "Performance Directions," in Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay by Damien
Ricketson.
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performer should feel the main pulse whilst being acutely aware of the divided rhythm and
the added complexity of the unevenly accented above notes. The notes in each bar are
unequally accented; the performer must maintain metronomic accuracy, while playing
these unequally accented notes. (See Figure 3.3.5.)
Figure 3.3.5 Double stop in Prakour for Solo Amplified Violin and Delay, bars 64 - 66, p. 3 by Damien
Ricketson
3-BL
Figure 3.3.5 shows an example of the composer's use of conventional notation combined
with instructions to the sound engineer in order to create unique sounds. The composer
does not use traditional indications such as sul tasto and sul ponticello, but writes in
English "over fimgerboard [sic]" and "bridge". The length of each note ofthis passage
should be sounded equally and succinctly.i " Detache and spiccato bowings are used in
combination. Detachemay be used for notes maintaining the same/similar pattern or
staying on the same finger position or strings while spiccato may be utilised for notes
involving string crossing or between all strings. The combination ofdetache and spiccato
throughout section II results in a constant metronomic sound broken by irregular accented
outbursts. In (See Figure 3.3.5.)
171 Peter Tanfield, note to the author, 2005-2006.
172 Many gestures in this piece require the performer to repeat motions that initially might be awkward. Much
playing of such gestures can lead to fatigue or possible RSI injury. In Figure 3.3.6 the performer must
counter possible tension generated in the right hand as it requires the muscles of the right hand to repeat
the same motion numerous times.
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Figure 3.3.6 Tripletdemisemiquaverpaterns inPrakourforSoloAmplifiedViolin and Delay,bars 100
- 108, p. 5 byDamienRicketson
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InSectionII,particularlyfrom bar 102, thecomposernotes"loud&fast"to indicate the
performermustincreasevolumeas much as possible. This increaseofvolumeis a
significanttechnicalchalengefor the performer. Toobtainthe requisitevolumethe left
hand must beenergeticandrhythmicbut yet stil veryrelaxedand flexible.Meanwhile,
theperformershould feel the main four crotchets but also feel eachcrotchetdivided into
two quavers. In Figure 3.3.6, between bars 102 and 107, this feelingofthe beatespecialy
important. These bars are based on atripletdemisemiquaverpatern. Thetriplet
demisemiquaverpaternrequiresvery short and fast bow movement. The sound must be
loud, solid and constant. (See Figure 3.3.6.) InSectionII, as shown inFigure3.3.6,
because not altripletdemisemiquaversuse the same pitches, theperformermusttake care
to read the notes carefuly, for instance, bars 104 to 105. (See Figure3.3.6.)
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The biggestclimaxinPrakouris the last pageofthe music. (See Figure 3.3.7.)
Figure 3.3.7 ThebiggestmovementofPrakour for SoloAmplifiedViolin and Delay,bars 112 - 117, p.
6 byDamienRicketson
, AIlFour
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In section II, there are few dynamic markings until six bars before the end when the
composerindicatesby the useoftraditional signs and theEnglishwords''withguts'"and
"border onpainfulyloud".This is the beginningofthe build-up to the biggestclimaxin
Prakour.ThisclimaxofPrakourmust be as dramatic, noisy andexcitingas possible. The
litle drawingofthebootin contact with a cylinder on the topofwhich is a quaver symbol
tels theperformertokicktherubbishbin violently, thus ending theperformance.
Ricketson'sPrakourexploresconventionalandnon-conventionalnotationto enable the
performer to emulatevariousenvironmentalsounds. Thecompositioncombinesthe useof
technology with theextensionofconventionalplayingtechniques to create aninteresting
audio-visualexperiencefor both performer and audience.
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3.4 Clarence Mak, Image for Solo Violin (1999)
The final work to be discussed in this chapter is Clarence Mak's Image for Solo Violin.
The combination ofWestern training with a Chinese background provided the inspiration
for Mak's compositional style. In this particular work Mak uses the material from a
traditional Chinese folksong.l " The sonorities explored in the piece provide colourful
contrasts ofmood and atmosphere. The work challenges the performer to imitate a
particular style of Chinese folksong melody-singing by the characteristic use ofglissando,
grace notes, vibrato and microtones, and some non-conventional violin playing techniques.
To add to the individuality created by the imitation of the singing style the performer is
free to vary the tempo of the slow sections.V"
Image for Solo Violin imitates in particular the sounds of Chinese stringed (erhu), bamboo
(di) or plucked instruments (zheng and pipa), all commonly used for small ensembles in
traditional Chinese folk song, Chinese Theatre or Cantonese Theatre.!" The musical style
of Image for Solo Violin draws inspiration from this type of small ensemble.
Imagefor Solo Violin is an evocation of non-Western instrumental sounds through the use
of a European violin; an understanding of various non-Western instrumental sounds is
therefore paramount. The following discussion focuses on aspects of the piece that show
how the composer has been able to use a western instrument and mostly conventional
notational symbols to explore non-Western musical sounds.
173 Clarence Mak, "Composer and Performance Notes" in Passions Within (Footscray: Red House
Editions, 2001), 5.
174 Ibid., 5.
175 T. M. McComb, China: Classical Instrumental Music, (23 March 2006) [Internet on-line]; available from
<hrtp://www.medieval.org/music/world/china.html> [17 June 2006].
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AtthebeginningofImageforSolo Violin,theperformerisaskedtoimitatetheglissando
oftheerhuand the fasttril-likemordentsofthediinFigure304.1.(SeeFigure3.4.1.)
Figure 3.4.1
J=48Bva _
Erhuordisound inImageforSolo Violin,system 1, p. 50 by ClarenceMak
Ie
InFigure304.1,thecomposeruses adownwardscurvedarrowtoindicateaglissandoafter
thenoteoctavehigherd~ 2,thesecondnoteofthis segment. Theperformershould
establishtheoctavehigher ~ 2andthenstartslidingthe lefthandfingerslowlybutwith
increasingspeedtowardtheopenE string. A slow, widevibratoismosteffectivefor
furtheringimitatingthesoundoftheerhu.Thegrace notes andsyncopatedrhythmofeach
slurredphraseinthispassageemulatethesoundofthe fasttril-likemordentsparticularto
thedi.Eachnoteandeachphrasehasto beconnectedwithoutinterruption,requiringgood
controlofthebowand asensitiveleft hand.Althoughthecomposerhasmarkedsl=48,
"anunequivocaltempomarking,themodeloftheerhugiveslicencefor anorganic
freedomwithinan easy,implicitlyfeltpulse.,176(SeeFigure3.4.1.)
InImageforSolo Violin,thecomposeralso usesconventionalnotationtoimitatethe
alternatingfingermovementsemployedinChinesepluckedstringinstrumentssuch as
thoseofthezhengorpipa-likesound.l 77The fingerrotationsoundinChineseTheatreis
usedtoportraypassion,intenseemotionor astruggleor toconjuretheimageoften
176PeterTanfield, note to the author,2005-2006.
177Xiaoyu Li,The Internet Chinese MusicArchive'TraditionalMusic,(1998) [Internet online]; available
from The Great EmpireofChina<htp:/www.ibiblio.org/chinese-music/html/traditional.html>[17 June
2006].
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thousand horses galloping ahead of a powerful army. 178 However, on Chinese instruments
the sound of finger rotation is achieved by plucking strings with finger of the right hand.
In Image for Solo Violin, the composer's imitation of finger rotation sound is produced by
using a combination ofmartele179 and portato180 bowing with the conventional left hand
finger technique. (See Figure 3.4.2, from j = 120.)
Figure 3.4.2 Zheng or pipa-like sound in Image for Solo Violin, system 5, p. 50 by Clarence Mak
From j = 120, as shown in Figure 3.4.2, the performer must employ bowing to imitate the
finger rotation sound derived from Chinese plucked string instruments. In this Figure
3.4.2, some accent marks (», notated below notes, are used to emphasise the sound effects.
Thefftone should be precise, determined and strong but very controlled for maximum
intensity. "The performer may apply slightly faster and narrower vibrato while playing
notes with accented markings.,,181 "A constant tempo must be maintained so that the
music remains rhythmic, powerful and clearly articulated.,,182 (See Figure 3.4.2.)
178 Xiaoyu Li, The Internet Chinese Music Archive: Traditional Music, (1998) [Internet online]; available
from The Great Empire of China < http://www.ibiblio.org/chinese-music/html/othertype.html> [17 June
2006].
179Martele (French), martellandolmartellatolmartello (Italian) or gehdmmert (German) is a slightly sharp
accentuated, staccato bowing. To produce the attack, pressure is applied an instant before bow motion
begins. Dictionary ofBowing and Pizzicato Terms by Joel Berman, Barbara G. Jackson and Kenneth Sarch.
180 Portato (Italian) or porte (French), is a slurred, on-string bowing technique. It is used in the quoted
passage to emphasise or to add an accent at the beginning of each sustained bowing articulation without
stops or breaks. Dictionary ofBowing and Pizzicato Terms by from Joel Berman, Barbara G. Jackson and
Kenneth Sarch.
181 Christian Wojtowicz, note to the author, 2005-2006.
182 Ibid.
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InImageforSolo Violin,asshowninFigure3.4.3, thecomposerusesaccelerando,
microtone,glissandoandvibratoplayingtechniquestoimitateerhu-likeordi-likesound
effects.(SeeFigure3.4.3.)
Figure3.4.3 AccelerandoandmicrotoneinImage/orSolo Violtn,system2, p. 50 byClarenceMak
~~ ~
~mf
InFigure3.4.3,thecomposeruses lefthandmicrotonesandglissandotechniquesandright
handaccelerandotechniquetoreplicatetheerhu-like(Chinesefiddle)ordi-like(Chinese
flute)soundeffects.In veryhighleft handpositions,"adelicateslidingorincliningfinger
movementisoftensufficienttodistinguishnormalaccidentalnotesfromnaturalnotes and
one-quarterhighermicrotonesin slower,lyricalpassages."1l';Forgreaterclarityofthe
toneduringtheaccelerando(see Figure3.4.3)requiredforthispassagehowever,the
performershoulduseindividualfingerarticulationsonmicrotones(:;:)at oneoctave
highernotesd*2andC*2. Theperformershoulduse theindexfingerofthelefthand toplay
microtoned;2and thesecondfinger forc#2,placingthese twofingerson thefmgerboard
asclosetogetheraspossible.The freeaccelerandotypicaloftheerhuordihasbeen
indicatedbygradualwideningofspacesbetweenthe strokesacrossthenotestands. At the
end, thecomposeruses ahorizontalzigzag linebecominggradualyheavierandwider,
withacurvedarow, toilustratethe soundbecomeslouder, and thevibratowiderending
thedownwardglissando.(SeeFigure3.4.3.)
There are twotypesofpizzicato(seeFigure3.4.4) used tocreatethesoundofChinese
pluckedinstrumentssuch as thezhengorpipa.Thecomposerusesaconventional
183PeterTanfield andChristianWojtowicz, notes to the author, 2005-2006.
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pizzicatosymbol,"pizz."aswel as a<2:>symbol, theBartokpizzicato(seeChapterTwo)to
replicatethissoundeffect.(SeeFigure3.4.4.)
Figure 3.4.4 Ptpa-orzheng-likesound inImageforSolo Violtn,system 8, p. 50 by Clarence Mak
In Figure 3.4.4, inordertoproduceapipa-orzheng-likesoundwhileplayingMak'sImage
forSoloViolin,theperformershouldapply a widevibratowhilepluckingthe string.184
InImageforSolo Violin,thecomposerusesMicrotoneharmonicsl 85toimitatethesound
ofChinesewoodwindinstrumentsuch asdi.InChinesemusic,dinormalyis used to
depictthe birdsoundor thesoundcomesfromlong-distancesound.Figure3.4.5
demonstratesamicrotoneharmonicspassageappearingasdoublestopsabovethewhole
notea'.(SeeFigure 3.4.5.)
Figure 3.4.5 ArtificialmicrotonalharmonicsinImageforSolo Violin,system 4, p. 52 byClarenceMak
~~
mf
In Figure 3.4.5, on thesecondbeatofthe first bar, thebotomwholenote a' has to be
playedon theopenAstringby the useofdelayedresonance(ChapterTwo). Theactual
noteofthef#wil soundtwooctaveshigher. The meansofproducingthisartificial
harmonicis as folows: themiddlenote"t#2"and the topM2shouldbe on the E string,
184Christian Wojtowicz, note to the author,2005-2006.
185PatriciaStrange and AlenStrange,"MicrotoneHarmonics,"inTheContemporaryViolin:Extended
PerformanceTechniques(Berkeley:UniversityofCalifomi a Press,2001),138.
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then 15tfinger on~ 2should be stopped firmly and the top note b2lightly.The efectsof
artificialharmonicsalways result in a sound two octaves above thefirmlystoppednotes.186
(See Figure3.4.5.)
Figure 3.4.6 Playingbehind the bridge inImageforSolo Violin,system 1, p. 52 byClarenceMak
In Figure 3.4.6,thecomposeruses the cross sign (x), to indicateplayingbehindthe bridge,
whichproducesanun-pitchednoise.18?Thetimbralqualityofthe soundproductionat this
momentisofmoreimportancethan the pitch. (See Figure 3.4.6.)
Figure 3.4.7 Bow division for playing behind the bridge
s _
Figure 3.4.7ilustratesthemiddleofthe bow is the mosteffectivepartto usebetweenthe
bridge and thetailpiece.To enable clear the sound production, theperformermayuse
slight fingermovementofthe bow hand, adding impulse to eachbowstroke.
Not only doesMakask theperformerto imitate particularnon-Westerninstruments
individualy,buttowardsthe endofthe piece he combines thesesounds,as in thepassage
where theperformermust playsimultaneouslydouble stopsand lefthandpizzicato.(See
Figure 3.4.8.)
186Peter Tanfield, note to the author, 2005-2006.
187Joel Berman,BarbaraG.Jackson and Kenneth Sarch,"BehindtheBridge,"inDictionaryofBowingand
PizzicatoTerms,4th ed.(Bloomington:American String Teachers Association, 1999), 11.
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Figure 3.4.8 Erhu-,pipa-orzheng-likesound imitationIIImageforSoloViolin,systems 2 - 3, p. 52 by
Clarence Mak
+ita(LH.p1zz!+ + + + +4J1i±l JJt!rtB ~#u u u
=
InFigure3.4.8, the sound efect is acombinationoferhu-likesoundin thelowersustained
double stopsandpipa-orzheng-likesound by the use of left handpizzicato(+). In order
toproducetheerhu-likesound, theperformershould apply thedelayedresonancebowing
technique(seeChapterTwo) to execute thebotomdouble stopsg#and ~ 1. (SeeFigure
3.4.8.)
Figures3.4.9(i)and (i)presentasimilarpassagebut theowingtechniqueindicatedfor
each one is diferent. (SeeFigures3.4.9 (i) and (i).)
Figure 3.4.9. ContrastingbowingtechniquesinImageforSolo Violin
(i)system 5, p. 50 by Clarence Mak (i) system 7, p.52 byClarenceMak
InFigure3.4.9 (i), thecomposeremploystremolowithoutmicrotones,requiringthe
performerto apply extreme energy and tosustainthe soundproductionascontinuouslyas
possible.Thetremoloimitates the soundofthepipa."Theperformershouldstrive to
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make a clear and constant sound, applying minute bow strokes with efficient use of
power.,,188 (See Chapter Two.)
The other difference between Figure 3.4.9 (i and ii) is the dynamic treatment. In Figure
3.4.9 (i), the composer requiresffthroughout the passage but extends the dynamic toffJat
the whole note dq1. After producing the ffJ sound, the performer suddenly has to reduce
the dynamic top, which is followed almost immediately by the crescendo. By contrast, in
Figure 3.4.9 (ii), the composer indicates that the performer should maintainffthroughout
the entire passage and suddenly reduce the volume to pp, this time without any crescendo.
For this passage, the best sound will be achieved by using the middle section of the bow
forffJorff, allowing an up-bow will continue until the frog is reached. The player then
uses the flexibility of the wrist at the frog to play the grace notes with ease and clarity. To
successfully complete this passage, the performer then pulls rapidly to the upper half of the
bow to produce p orpp, without any interruption. These two contrasting passages
challenge the performer's bow control as well as left and right hand coordination.l'"
The dramatic dynamic markings need to be considered carefully in Image for Solo Violin.
In Chinese Theatre music, few dynamic markings are used for a romantic mood, whereas
"exaggerated dynamics could be expected when evoking moods of strife or aggression.,,190
Image for Solo Violin shows that a violin can interpret non-Western music and reproduce
the appropriate sound, giving the audience a cross-cultural experience. The audience does
not need a specific cultural or language context to enjoy the performance.
188 Peter Tanfield, note to the author, 2005-2006.
189 Ibid.
190 Ibid.
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The feature common to all four discussed compositions is the use of contemporary
experimental ideas to challenge the performer and engage the audience. Berio's Sequenza
VIII does this by providing the performer with an opportunity to exhibit virtuosity and
flamboyance. Davidson's Arch Canonfor Three Violins requires complex rhythmic
synchronicity between live and pre-recorded performance. Prakour for Amplified Violin
and Delay by Ricketson capitalises on the performer's ability to coordinate playing with
the presentation of a complex audio and visual structure. Prakour's communication of
indeterminist ideas is reiterated in Mak's Image/or Solo Violin. Mak's cross-cultural
composition delivers to the audience a musical experience of sound which the performer
must execute with panache. All of these compositions illustrate innovations used to
produce a sound, and a performance that is unusual and non-traditional. In all of these
pieces, the performer is required to master both theoretical and technical challenges in
order to provide a performance that will makes sense to the audience.
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Chapter Four
Conclusion
This study has attempted to provide a fresh perspective on contemporary violin
performance. The discussion of traditional violin performance in this exegesis has
included playing techniques, sound production, notation, musical interpretation and
musical expression such as found in the Violin Sonata No.1 in G major, Op.78 (1878-79)
by Johannes Brahms (1833-1897). In classical traditional violin playing, the violinist has
to seek for quality of sound production in such elements timbre, nuance and purity. This
tradition still existed in twentieth-century music and has been expanded and redefined in
various ways. Berio (1925-2003) has demonstrated the strength of this musical tradition
and the virtuosity of the violin in his Sequenza VIII (1976). He extended the concept of
Bach's Chaconne (Partita II for Solo Violin BWV 1004) and enhanced it by the use of
experimental compositional processes. Berio also challenged the performer's musicality
and technical ability. Today, Sequenza VIII has become one of the major pieces on the list
ofmany international competitions'l" and festival auditions.V'
The tradition of violin playing techniques is still the foundation for performing
contemporary violin works. This foundation includes scales and exercises for left and right
hands. For contemporary violin performance, particularly when performing minimalist
music, the training should include a concentration on physical fitness. This type ofmusic
frequently involves a large number of repetitive patterns and, therefore body movements.
It challenges the violinist's mental and muscular coordination, and calls for body
191 For example, the semi-final repertoire ofRodolfo Lipizer Prize Violin Competition in Italy and Premio
Paganini International Violin Competition in Genova.
192 The Lucerne Festival Academy located in Switzerland, founded by Pierre Boulez in 2003.
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relaxation, acute hearing and precise intonation. The hidden meaning of simplicity in
minimalism can be difficult and complicated to interpret. Strung Out (1967) by Philip
Glass (b.1937) and Violin Phase (1967) by Steve Reich (b.1936) are examples of such
minimalist writing. These works present serious challenges to the mind, the ear and
physical control.
The sound production of contemporary violin playing often involves contrast and
exaggeration. For instance, Vier Stucke fur Geige und Klavier, Op. 7 (1910) by Anton
Webem (1883-1945) contains a large number of extremes of dynamic markings and
unusual playing techniques which represent a challenge to the violinist. New sounds and
novel effects have required composers to notate their works differently, often in non-
conventional ways such ('IS hy the use of graphic notation. Many of the works which have
been discussed in this exegesis, in spite of their experimental nature, still preserve the
essential concepts of the classical tradition. In Threnody: To the Victims ofHiroshima
(1960), KrzysztofPenderecki (b.1933) uses "an unusual and dense approach to string
writing".193 This piece requires string players to learn a large number of newly invented
symbols and to appreciate the sound of the music in a different way. The piece also offers
the violinist an opportunity to express and broaden his/her perspective ofmusical
interpretation and expression.
The musical expression and interpretation of contemporary violin works display a diversity
of imitation and imagination. The composer offers great freedom to the player and greater
opportunity for the audience to exercise its imagination. For example, Asteroides 325-328
193 Peter Elsdon with Bjorn Heile, "Personalia," in The Cambridge History ofTwentieth-Century History, eds.
Nicholas Cook and Anthony Pople (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 654.
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for two violins by Marc Bleuse (b.1937) is based on Le Petit Prince. 194 In each titled
movement, violinists have to imitate different characters and to express characters by a
diversity of sound production.i'" The musical expression and interpretation also involve
cross-cultural influence. Composers often employ imitation of different instrumental
sounds and playing techniques from their homeland while they are studying abroad. This
phenomenon also can be seen in performance. Performers who are from non-Western
European countries often seek superior performance standards and desire to study overseas
at the most highly recognised institutions. The composer Clarence Mak 196 provides an
example in his Image for Solo Violin (1999). In this work, Mak transports the sound of
erhu, pipa, di, and zheng and uses Western notation. The violinist can interpret the sound
by the use ofvarious left and right hand playing techniques, for example, vibrato,
glissando and microtones. Performing this type of work provides an opportunity [or the
violinist from a Western or non-Western background, to convey the experience which
helps to develop different musical abilities. The violinist from a Western European
background could apply conventional playing techniques to imitate non-Western
instrumental sounds.
The tradition is also expanded by the application of new technology. This greatly
increases possibilities for adventurous performance and presentation. The violinist may
choose to accompany him/herself in a public performance or could choose to play in
different types ofvenue. Minimalist composers and members ofL'IRCAM employ
computer and new technology in their works and require the performer to play in an
194 The Little Prince was written by French aviator Antoine de Saint-Exupery and published in 1943.
195Asterotde 325 Le Roi (the King), Asteroide 326 Le Vantieux (the conceited person), Asterotde 327 Le
Buveur (the drunkard), Asterotde 328 Le Business (the businessman).
196 Professor Clarence Mak, born in Hong Kong, studied at the Chinese University ofHong Kong,
Pennsylvania State University, and the Stanford University Centre for Computer Research in Music and
Acoustics.
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unorthodoxway or in anunusualvenue. Forexample,Toccatina(1986)byHelmut
Lachenmann(b.1935)requirestheviolinistto hit the stringswiththescrewofthe bow.
Theapplicationofnewtechnologyalso gives the audiencedifferentaudio-visual
experiences.InAshesoftheGlacialCrescentforAmplifiedViolin(2004)by DrHing-Yan
Chan,forexample,thecomposerindicatesthat theviolinisthas toperformoutsidethe
concerthal, with theconcerthallightsturnedoffand with thesoundoftheviolin
amplified.Thenewtechnologycompelstheviolinistto focus on thesoundproduction
morebecausethesoundwil notbedelivereddirectlyfrom theviolin.Becauseofthe use
oftechnologysuchas theamplificationatachedto theinstrument,theviolinsoundwil
notbeheardin itsnaturalpurity.Theviolinistalso has tofocusmoreon thequalityofthe
final sound.Whethertheviolinisexpensiveor not, soundmightlosesomeofitsquality
becauseofthe useofthistechnology.
Thereis adiversityofways tomanagethelearningofthesecontemporaryworks,
particularlybytalking/writingto thecomposer,havingregularlessonsandpractising.
Directcommunicationwiththecomposerprovidesa greatopportunitytodiscussthe
works.Itcan also be veryenlighteningto talk tomusicianswhohavealreadyperformed
theworks. Havingregularlessonsis also a good way toachieveahighstandardof
performanceand toremedyproblemswhichhave occuredduringtheindependentstudy.
Teachers'experiencescanbenefitstudents'learningprocess andprovideconstructive
guidancewhichcontributesto thestandardoftheperformance.Foraperformer,makinga
publicorinformalperformanceis very helpful. Theadvantagesare animprovementin the
overalqualityoftheperformance,simplyas aresultof theexperienceand theopportunity
toreceivefeedbackfromcoleaguesand teachers. Anycommentsorjudgementsfrom
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different people are very useful, because these help the violinist to develop his/her
performance standard and to increase the level of confidence.
This exegesis represents an overview of violin techniques in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries through an examination of a number ofworks for violin. It demonstrates that
these works are not strange, incomprehensible or unplayable. Today's performer has to
discover the meaning of these works and to solve performance problems without the
benefit of having heard the works performed by anyone else. Therefore, every
performance is very personal and unique. The violinist is called upon to demonstrate
his/her ability to understand the music, to display his/her command ofperfonnance skills
and to convey the expression of the music. The music of this period provides a great
opportunity for the violinist to demonstrate his/her understanding of new works. This
challenge is demanding, adventurous and exciting.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, violinists should appreciate the art of
contemporary violin music. Violinists should aim to include contemporary compositions
in their performance repertoire. Inclusion of such works in the performance repertoire will
make the concert program more interesting and exciting. The art of contemporary violin
music gives greater liberty to performers and it may broaden the audience's horizon.
There are still a number of solo violin works composed after 1960 that have not yet been
explored. They deserve to be performed and to become the subject of future analysis.
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Appendix A CD 1
Extended Techniques
Doctoral Recital 1
Kris Ho - Violin
Arabella Teniswood-Harvey - Piano
31 August 2004, Friday, 7:30 p.m.
Recital Hall
W. A. Mozart (1756-1791)
1-2 Sonata for Piano and Violin in G major, K301l293a (1778)
Andrew Ford (b.1957)
3-5 Like Icarus Ascending (1984)
Gerard Gastinel (b.1949)
6-12 Heptade: pour violon et piano
Michele Reverdy (b.1943)
13-15 Trois Miniatures pour violon et piano
Karen Gorden
16-19 Quatre Petites Etudes pour violon et seul
Anton Webern (1883-1945)
20-23 Vier Stucke fur Geige and Klavier Gp.7 (1910)
Maurice Ravel (1875-1937)
24-26 Violin Sonata (1923-27)
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Appendix B CD 2
Sonic Capabilities
Doctoral Recital 2
Kris Ho - Violin and electric violin
Dr. Shirley Trembath - Piano
Greg Cracknell- Sound engineer and Kelly Ottaway- Technical assistant
6 May 2005, Friday, 7:30 p.m.
Recital Hall
Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)
1-3 Twelve Fantasias for Violin ohne BaBNo.9 B minor, TWV40: 22 (1735)
Morton Feldman (1926-1987)
4 Vertical Thought II (1963)
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)
5-7 Sonata No.1 in G major, Op.78 (1878-79)
Philip Glass (b.1937)
8 Strung Out for Amplified Violin (1967)
Robert Davidson (b.1965)
9 Arch Canon for Three Violins (1992)
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Appendix C CD 3
West and East
Doctoral Recital 3
Kris Ho - Violin and Peter Tanfield - Violin
Dr. Shirley Trembath - Piano
9 December 2005, Friday, 7:30p.m.
Recital Hall
Franz Schubert (1797-1828)
1-4 Sonatina D. 408 in G minor (Op. 137) (1816)
Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992)
5 Theme et Variations (1932)
Paul Hindemith (1895-1963)
6 Violin Sonata in E major (1915)
Charles Ives (1874-1954)
7-9 Violin Sonata No.4 "Children's Day At The Camp Meeting" (1916)
Clarence Mak
10 Imagefor Solo Violin (1999)
Marc Bleuse (b.1937)
11-14 Asteroides 325-328 (1989)
Michael Zbar (b.1942)
15 Mesure - non mesure pour deux viaIons
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Appendix D CD 4
Electric Spirit
Doctoral Recital 4
Kris Ho - Violin
Sophy Greenlees - Piano
Dr. Heather Monkhouse - Clarinet
Penelope Witt - Cello
Greg Cracknell - Sound Engineer
Mark Joseph - Stage assistant
1 August 2006, 7:30 p.m.
Recital Hall
Hing-Yan Chan
1 Ashes ofthe Glacial Crescent for Amplified Violin (1999, revised edition 2004)
Larry Polansky (b.1954)
2 Movement in E Major for John Cage (1975, revised edition 1996)
Aram Khachaturian (1903-1978)
3 Sonata-Monologue for Violin Solo (1975)
Beat Furrer (b.1954)
4 Lied (1993)
Hans Ulrich Lehmann (b.1937)
5 Areo (1972)
Sarah Hopkins (b.1958)
6 Reclaiming the Spirit (1993)
Robert Davidson (b.1965)
7 Arch Canonfor Three Violins (1992)
Damien Ricketson (b.1973)
8 Prakour for Amplified Violin and Delay (1994)
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Appendix E CD 5
Gordon Prizes for excellence in Chamber Music Performance
David Le Guen - 15t Violin
Kris Ho - 2nd Violin
Penelope Witt - Cello
21 November 2003, 7:00 p.m.
Recital Hall
Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713)
8 Chamber Sonata Op.4 No.2 in G minor
Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)
9-10 String Trio Hob. V: G1 in G major
Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713)
11-12 Chamber Sonata OpA No.4 in n major
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Appendix F 2003 concerts
Event Time, date and Accompanists and Program
venues soloists
"What's The Buzz?" 24 August Leon Stemler - Piano L.van
Conservatorium of 1:00 p.m. Beethoven
Music Student Concert Recital Hall Violin Sonata
Op. 24 III
Scherzo
Gordon Prizes for 21 November David Le Guen - 1st See Appendix E
excellence in Chamber 7:00 p.m. violin (See CD 4)
Music Performance Recital Hall Kris Ho - 2nd violin
(See CD 5) Penelope Witt - Cello
Spring Chamber 2 September Leon Stemler - Piano 1. L. van
Music Festival 1:10 p.m. Beethoven
Contemporary and Recital Hall Violin Sonata in
Classical Chamber F major Gp. 24
Works for Violin and 2. Karen Gordon
Piano Quatre Petites
Etudes
3. Andrew Ford
Like icarus
Ascending
Young 12 December Co-Directors Dr.
Conservatorium 6:00 p.m. Marina Phillips and Dr.
December Concert Recital hall Heather Monkhouse
Performed two
composition students'
works with Kris Ho
and Rebecca Wade -
violins
Karen Smithies - Piano
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Appendix G 2004 concerts
Event Time, date, and Accompanists Program
venues
Postgraduate Series 13 July Arabella Teniswood- 1. Andrew Ford
1:10 p.m. Harvey - Piano Like Icarus
Stanley Burbury Ascending
Theatre 2. Gerard
Gastinel Heptade
pour violon et
piano
3. Michele
Reverdy Trois
Miniatures
Extended Techniques 31 August Arabella Teniswood- See Appendix A
Doctoral Recital 1 7:30 p.m. Harvey - Piano (CD 1)
(See CD 1) Recital Hall
Student Sounds - 5 October Leon Stemler - Piano J. Brahms Sonata
Postgraduate 1:10 p.m. No.1 Violin and
Penelope Witt and Stanley Burbury Piano in G major
Kris Ho Concert Theatre Op.78
Sonic Capabilities 2 December Dr.Shirley Trembath - 1. G.P.Telemann
7: 30 p.m. Piano Twelve Fantasias
Recital Hall Kelly Ottaway - Sound for Violin Solo
Engineer no. 9 B minor
TWV40:22
2. Morton
Feldman Vertical
Thought II
3. J Brahms
Violin Sonata
No.1 in G major,
Op.78
4. Philip Glass
Strung Out for
Amplified Violin
5. Robert
Davidson Arch
Canon for Three
Violins
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Appendix H 2005 concerts
Event Time, date, and Accompanists and Program
venues solo
String Department 12 April Kelly Ottaway - Stage Philip Glass
Concert 1:10pm Assistant Strung Out for
Stanley Burbury Amplified
Theatre Violin
Doctoral Recital 2 6 May Dr. Shirley Trembath - See Appendix B
(See CD 2) 7:30 p.m. Piano (CD 2)
Recital Hall Greg Cracknell -
Sound engineer
Kelly Ottaway -
Assistant
Tasmanian 24 May David Elliston's work Spirit Flame for
Conservatorium 1:10p.m. Solo Violin
Composers' Recital Recital Hall
Graduation 5 and 6 August Jules Massenet (1842 - Meditation from
Ceremonies Program Stanley Burbury 1912) Thais
Theatre
Tasmanian 27 August Dr. Shirley Trembath- P. Hindemith
Conservatorium of l lu.m. Piano Sonate in E
Music String & Brass Meadowbank Estate major
Students in Recital Winery
Contemporary Student 17 October String Quartet 1. She's
Performance 6 p.m. Leaving Home
presented by Mark Recital Hall - John Lennon
Joseph - voice and and Paul
Damien Kingston - McCartney
Guitar 2. I remember
You-Johnny
Mercer
Simple Gifts 25 November Dr. Shirley Trembath - 1. F. Schubert
7:30p.m. - 8:30p.m. Piano Sonatina in G
Moonah Arts Centre Charlotte McKercher - minor D 408
Soprano Op. 137 No.3
2. C. Ives
Sonata for
Violin and
Piano No.4
"Children's
Day At The
Camp Meeting"
West and East 9 December Dr. Shirley Trembath - See Appendix C
Doctoral Recital 3 7:30p.m. Piano (CD 3)
(See CD 3) Recital Hall Kris Ho and Peter
Tanfield - Violins
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Appendix I 2006 concerts
Event Time, date, and Accompanists and Program
venues soloists
Conservatorium 26 May St. Mary's Cathedral 1. G. Torelli
Chamber Soloists 7:30 p.m. Concert for Three Sinfonia No. 1
directed by Peter St Mary Cathedral Violins in D major in D major
Tanfield (BWV 1064) 2. J. S. Bach
Peter Tanfield - 1st Concerto for
violin Two Violins in
Daniel WaW _2nd Dminor(BWV
violin 1043)
Kris Ho - 3rd violin 3. J. S. Bach
Concerto for
Three Violins in
D Major
4. J. S. Bach
Brandenburg
Concerto No 3
in G major
(BWV 1048)
5.
F. Mendelssohn-
Bartholdy
Symphony for
Strings No.9 in
C major (the
Swiss)
Doctoral Recital 4 1 August Kris Ho - Violin See Appendix D
(See CD 4) 7:30 p.m. Sophy Greenlees - (CD 4)
Recital Hall Piano
Dr. Heather
Monkhouse - Clarient
Maria Lurighi -
Soprano
Penelope Witt - Cello
Greg Cracknell -
Sound engineer
Mark Joseph - Stage
assistant
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Appendix J Website
A web-based page data disc
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AppendixK FingerPositionDiagram
This is anadaptationofGerle's fingerpositiondiagramwhichis used toindicatethe finger
positionondifferentstringsfrom open strings to theeighthfingerposition.Thisdiagram
isparticularlyuseful forleamingbetweenpage 8 and page 9ofBerio'sSequenza VII.
d1VDil A\I E\I FingerPosition
~ ~ ~ f2 l.P.
a e1b1f#2
~ flc2g2 2.P.
b f#1C#2 g#2
c1 gl d2a2 3.P.C#1 g#ld#2a#2
d1 a1 e2 b2 4.P.
~ ~ f2c3
e1 bI f#2 C#3 5.P.
fl c2 2 d3f#l C#2 g#2d#3 6.P.
gl d2 a2 e3a.' ~ ~ f3 7.P.aI e2 b2f#3 8.P.
Reproducedfrom
Gerle, Robert.TheArtofPractisingThe Violin: With Useful HintsforAlStringPlayers.
London:Stainer&Bel,1983,27.
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Appendix L Reproduced from Heptade with English translation
Presentation
Heptade
Heptade, est un ensemble de sept courtes pieces pour violon et piano, composees a
des fins pedagogiques autour d'un theme non formule, Presentees comme de courtes
improvisations guidees, ces sequences doivent permettre aux jeunes instrumentistes de se
familiariser avec une ecriture plus contemporaine que d'ordinaire. Les interpretes
construisent eux-memes aleur convenance la structure finale. La couleur de son et
I'atmosphere doivent rester l'element musical essentiel, car unificateur, de ces sept duos.
Chaque piece propose un mode de jeu particulier, une difficulte specifique sous le
couvert d'une notation explicite, quoique frequemrnent plus schematique que d'ordinaire.
Outre un choix personnel au plan du tempo et de la nuance, I'interpretation impose a
chacun des deux musiciens une ecoute attentive de l'autre, tant au niveau du phrase que de
la sonorite, afin de parvenir aun ensemble coherent.
(See p. 121 for the English translation.)
Les 7 pieces peuvent etre jouees dans un ordre libre necessairement different
de celui propose.
gliss. /?~ glissando tenir; prolonger la (les) notes
[] cluster touches noires et blanches enfoncersansjouer
Dcluster touches blanches --====: accel. Wbref
I cluster touches noires : tres bref
+ main gauche
r: pizz, Bartok
Reproduced from
CLB collegno battuto
J.N. jeu normal
1 Ie plus brefpossible
Gerard Gastinel
Ghestem, Jacques, ed. Approche de fa Musique Contemporaine au Violon. Paris:
Gerard Billaudot Editeur, 1992,38.
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Translated by Paul Hubbard
Heptade, is a set of seven short pieces for violin and piano, written for educational
purposes rather than according to a formula. Presented as short guided improvisations,
these sequences should permit young musicians to familiarise themselves with more
modem writing than usual. The players themselves adapted the final structure as they see
best. The tonal colour and atmosphere must remain the central musical element as the
unifying feature of the seven duos.
Each piece presents particular playing styles, and a specific difficulty shown by explicit
notation rather more schematic than usual. Besides a personal choice of tempo and nuance
the interpretation requires that each of the two musicians listen attentively to the other, as
much to phrasing as to tone, in order to form a coherent ensemble. The seven pieces can
be played in any order.
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Appendix M Original Text from Luciano Berio: Sequenzas
Sono molto attratto dalla trasformazione lenta e dignitosa degli strumenti e delle tecniche
strumentali (e vocali) attraverso i secoli. Eforse oer questo, anche, che in tutte le mie
Sequenze non ho mai cercato di alterare if patrimonio genetico dello strumento, neho mai
cercato di usarlo 'contro ' la sua stessa natura.
(See English translation on p. 49.)
Reproduced from
Berio, Luciano. Liner notes. Sequenzas. Translated by David Osmond-Smith. Hamburg:
Deutsche Grammophon GmbH, 457 0402, 1998, 9-10.
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Appendix N Sequenza series
Sequenza Solo instrument Years Main soloists Premiere Locations
dates
Sequenza I Flute 1958 Severino Darmstadt,
Gazzelloni Germany
Sequenza II Harp 1963 Francis Pierre Darmstadt,
Germany
Sequenza III For fe1ame's 1966 Cathy Bremen,
VOIce Berberian Germany
Sequenza IV Piano 1965 1. de Carvalho S1. Louis,
U.S.A.
Sequenza V Trombone 1966 Stuart San
Dempster Francisco,
U.S.A.
Sequenza VI Viola 1967 Walter New York,
Trampler U.S.A.
Sequenza Oboe 1969 Heinz Holliger Basel,
VIla Switzerland
Sequenza Soprano 1969
Vllb saxophone
Sequenza Violin 1976 Carlo 1 January La
VIII Chiarappa 1977 Rocehelle,
France
Sequenza !Xa Clarinet 1980 Michel 1 January Paris
Arrignon 1977
Sequenza IXb Alto Saxophone 1980 John Harle 1 January London
1981
Sequenza !Xc Bass clarinet in 1980 Rocco Parisi 17 October Torino, Italy
BP 1997
SequenzaX Trumpet in C 1984 Thomas 1 January Los Angeles,
with amplified Stevens 1984 U.S.A.
piano resonance
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Sequenza Solo instrument Years Main soloists Premiere Locations
dates
SequenzaXI Guitar 1988 Eliot Fisk 20 April Rovereto,
1988 Italy
Sequenza XII Bassoon 1997 Pascal Gallois 15 June Paris, France
1995
Sequenza Accordion 1995 Teodoro 9 November Rotterdam,
XIII "Chanson" Anzellotti 1995 Netherlands
Sequenza Cello 2002 Rohan de 28 April Witten,
XIV Saram 2002 Germany
Sequenza Double bass 20021 Stefano 15 June Theaterhaus
XIVb 2004 Scodanibbio 2004 Stuttgart
Stuttgart,
Germany
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Appendix 0 A list of the repertoire
Not all compositions addressed here are used in the exegesis, but all are significant
contributions to specific violin playing techniques. The relevant list ofworks here is based
on violin solo and violin and piano music composed between 1960 and 2006. This list
may prove useful for scholars and performers who wish to explore works which extend the
technique demands for violinists.
Composer Composition(s)
John Adams (b.1947) RoadMovies (1995)
Samuel Adler (b.1928) Sonata No.3 (1965)
Meadowmount Etudes: Four Studies ofzo"-century
techniques for Solo Violin (1988)
Louis Andriessen (b.1939) Disco (1982)
Milton Babbitt (b.1916) Melismata (1982)
Luciano Berio (b.1975) Sequenza VIII (1976)
Pierre Boulez (b.1925) Anthemes pour violon seu/ (1992)
Anthemes IIpour violon et dispositive electronique
(1997)
John Cage (1912-1992) Cheap Imitation (1977)
Chorals for Violin Solo (1978)
Freeman Etudes (Book I and II 1980, Book III and
IV 1990)
Oni (1990)
Tw04 (1991)
Tw06 (1992)
Elliott Carter (b.1908) 4 Lauds (1984-2001): 1
Riconoscenzaper Goffredo Petrassi (1984); 2
Statement - Remembering Aaron (1999); 3 Fantasy
- Remembering Roger (1999); 4 Rhapsodic Musings
(2001)
Barney Childs (1926-2000) Fantasy-Variations (8 Poems by Yvor Winters)
(1992)
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contributions to specific violin playing techniques. The relevant list ofworks here is based
on violin solo and violin and piano music composed between 1960 and 2006. This list
may prove useful for scholars and performers who wish to explore works which extend the
technique demands for violinists.
Composer Composition(s)
John Adams (b.1947) RoadMovies (1995)
Samuel Adler (b.1928) Sonata No.3 (1965)
Meadowmount Etudes: Four Studies ofzo"-century
techniques for Solo Violin (1988)
Louis Andriessen (b.1939) Disco (1982)
Milton Babbitt (b.1916) Melismata (1982)
Luciano Berio (b.1975) Sequenza VIII (1976)
Pierre Boulez (b.1925) Anthemes pour violon seuL (1992)
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(1997)
John Cage (1912-1992) Cheap Imitation (1977)
Chorals for Violin Solo (1978)
Freeman Etudes (Book I and II 1980, Book III and
IV 1990)
Oni (1990)
Tw04 (1991)
Tw06 (1992)
Elliott Carter (b.1908) 4 Lauds (1984-2001): 1
Riconoscenzaper Goffredo Petrassi (1984); 2
Statement - Remembering Aaron (1999); 3 Fantasy
- Remembering Roger (1999); 4 Rhapsodic Musings
(2001)
Barney Childs (1926-2000) Fantasy-Variations (8 Poems by Yvor Winters)
(1992)
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Composer Composition(s)
Aaron Copland (1900-1990) Duo (1977)
George Crumb (b.1929) Four Nocturnes for Violin and Piano (Night Music
II) (1964)
Edison Denisov (1929-1996) Sonate (1973)
Franco Donatoni (1927-2000) Argot Due Pezzi Per Violino (1979)
Gottfried von Einem Ollapotrida: Sieben Studien fur Violine Solo, Op.
(1918-1996) 101 (1993)
Morton Feldman (1926-1987) Vertical Thought II (1963)
Spring ofChosroes (1977)
FOl" John Cage (1982)
Brian Ferneyhough (b.1943) Intermedio alia ciaccona (1986)
Unsichtbare Farben (1998)
Beat Furrer (b.1954) Lied (1993)
Philip Glass (b.1937) Strung Out (1967)
Vinko Globokar (b.1934) Limites (1973)
Henryk Gorecki (b.1933) Trzy male utworki (3 Little Pieces), Op.37 (1977)
Kolysanki i tance (Lullabies and Dances) OpA7
(1982)
Little Fantasia, Op.73 (1997)
Sofiya Gubaydulina (b.1931) Tantsovshchik na kanate (Dancer on a Tightrope)
(1993)
Hans Werner Henze (b.1926) Etude philharmonique jill' Violine Solo (1979)
Heinz Holliger (b.1939) Trema version fur violine (1981-3)
Nicolaus A. Huber (b.1939) Solo fur einen Solisten (1980-81)
Dmitry Kabalevsky Rondo Op.69 (1961)
(1904-1987)
Elena Kats-Chernin (b.1957) Patina (2001)
Interlude 2 (2002)
Aram Khachaturian Sonata-Monologue for Violin Solo (1975)
(1903-1978)
Gyorgy Kurtag (1926) 3 pezzi, Op.14e (1979)
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Composer Composition(s)
Helmut Lachenmann Toccatina (1986)
(b.1935)
Witold Lutoslawski Partita (1984)
(1913-1994) Subito (1992)
Bruno Madema (1920-1973) Piece pour Ivry (1971)
Luigi Nono (1924-1990) La lontananza nostalgica utopica futura madrigale
per piu "caminantes" con Gidon Kremer violino
solo 8 nastri magnetici da 8 a 10 leggii (1988-89)
"Hay que caminar" sohando (1989)
Michael Nyman (b.1944) Yamamoto Perpetuo (1993)
Arvo Part (b.1935) Fratres (1980)
Larry Polansky (b.1954) Four Violin Studies (1980)
Little Maggie (1984)
Henri Pousseur (h.1929) Chaconne (1990)
Flexions III (1979)
La Paganiana (1982)
3 petits caprices sur une me/odie populaire
hongroise (1993)
Steve Reich (b.1936) Violin Phase (1967)
Wolfgang Rihm (b.1952) Antlitz (1993)
Phantome and Eskapade (Stlickphantasien, 1993-95)
George Rochberg (b.1918) Caprice Variations for unaccompanied violin (1970)
Kaija Saariaho (b.1952) Nocturne (1994)
Giacinto Scelsi (1905-1988) Xnoybis (1964)
L 'dme Ailee pour Violon Solo (1973)
Alfred Schnittke (1934-1998) Quasi una sonata (1968)
APaganini (1983)
Gunther Schuller (b.1925) Duologue (Four Characteristic Pieces) (1983)
Larry Sitsky (b.1934) Sonata (1995)
Karlheinz Stockhausen In Freundschaft (1977)
(b.1928)
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/Composer Composition(s)
Toru Takemitsu (1930-1996) Hika (Elegy) (1966)
Jiiichigatsu no kiri no kanata kara (From Far
Beyond Chrysanthemums and November Fog)
(1983)
Christian Wolff (b.1934) Duo for Violinist and Pianist (1961 )
Bread and Roses (1976, violin version)
The Death ofMother Jones (1977)
Stefan Wolpe (1902-1972) Second Piece for Violin Alone (1966)
Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001) Mikka (1971)
Mikka "S" (1976)
Dikhthas, pour Piano et Violon (1979)
Isang Yun (1917-1995) Konigliches Thema for solo violin (after 1. S. Bach:
Musikalischen Opfer) (1976)
Li-Na im Garten (1985)
J .,-...
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